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CHAPTER III
BROKER-DEALERS, INVESTMENT ADVISERS AND THEIR
CUSTOMERS--ACTIVITIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A. II~TRODU~rlON

The firms and individuals whoassist the public in its selection, purchase, and sale of securities are engagedin a business, and a large and
important one. It is also an unusual business in that, complexas it is
and involving as it does intricate merchandise and the handling of
other people’s funds and securities, and the existence of relationships
often based on trust and confidence, it has come to be surrounded by
more legal restraints, and has imposedon itself moreethical standards
than most other businesses. Yet it remains, for most of its segments,
essentially a business of merchandisingsecurities.
Broker-dealers and investment advisers perform a wide variety of
functions, but those which concern ch’apter III involve the activities
and responsibilities
most directly affecting public customers. Most
prominent are the methods by which broker-dealers and their salesmen
induce customers to purchase and sell securities: the practices involved,
the legal rules and ethical standards which should govern their conduct while selling, and the controls by which these rules and standards
are enforced (pt. B). ImpoI~ant too am the nature and manner
of preparation of the vast amount of investment advisory materials
supplied to the public, the obligations of the broker-dealer and investment adviser firms which disseminate it to the persons whoreceive and
often rely on it, and the agencies by which it is controlled (pt. C).
The manner in .which the broker-dealer community provides protection for its customers’ funds and securities is another matter of public
concern (pt. D), as is the subject of the delivery of securities (pt.
Finally the chapter considers the potential impact on the public of the
role played by membersof the securities industry as directors of pub]icly held companies(pt. F).
1.

LEGAL AND ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE INDUSTRY TO THE PUBLIC

The legal restraints and ethical standards surrounding the securities
industry are frequently and rather loosely covered by the umbrella
phrase of "fiduciary and quasi-fiduciary obligations." The phrase is
perhaps overused, and may obscure significant distinctions between
actual legal obligations and ethical ideals. Nevertheless, its use does
correctly indicate t~at brokers, dealers, investment advisers, and their
employees have special obligations to deal fairly with the membersof
the public, whether they be called customers or clients, and that these
obligations are above and beyond the ordinary obligations imposed
on sellers of other types of merchandise. These obhgations are im237
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posed both by Federal and State laws relating to the sale of securities,
and by the rules, regulations, and practices of the national securities
exchanges and the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. A
brief review of the most significant legal and ethical obligations affecting the industry is necessary to an understanding of the materJ al which
follows.
The obligations of broker-dealers and their salesmen to the purchasers of securities recommendedby them may well be the area in which
the legal and ethical obligations have been most frequently defined and
least effectively achieved. In the often reiterated words of the Commission, the representation that the purchaser "will be dealt with
fairly in accordance with the standards of the profession" is basic to
the relationship between a broker-dealer and his customer. 1 An obligatio:l of fair dealing, based upon the general anti~raud provisions of
the Federal securities laws, "~ rests upon the theory that even a dealer
at arm’s length impliedly represents whenhe hangs out his shingle that
he will deal fairly with the public. While the Commissionhas prescribed no general "standards of the profession," it has used the "shingt~" theory in various decisions to develop certain specific standards.
The prices of securities sold by any broker-dealer must be reasonably
related to the market price, ~ he may only execute transactions authorized by his customers,* he must be solvent and financially able to perform his contracts, ~ his recommendationsto his customers must have an
adequate basis, ~ and a market letter distributed to arouse customer
interest in a security must provide an accurate presentation of the
status and prospects of the company.~ Recent boiler room cases have
also suggested that the lack of suitability of a security recommended
for purchase by a customer, in the light of his particular financial situation and investment obj ectives, is a *actor to be considered in determining whether a broker-dealer has fulfilled his legal obligation to
treat customers fairly, s In another line of cases, thg Commissionhas
held that where a relationship of trust and confidence has been developed between a broker-dealer and his customer so that the customer
relies on his advice, a fiduciary relationship exists, imposing a particular duty to act in the customer’s best interests and to disclose any interest the broker-dealer mayhave in transactions he effects for his customer2
~Vhatever the extent of a broker-dealer’s legal obligation to recommendsecurities which are not unsuitable to the particular customer, his
ethical duty to do so is clear under the express language of article III,
section 2, of the Rules of Fair Practice o* th~ NASD
:
In recommending to a customer
a member shall
have reasonable

the purchase,
grounds for

sale,
or exchange of any security,
believing
that the recommendation

~ Duker ¯ Duker, 6 S.E.C. 386 (1939).
~ Sec. 17(a) of the Securities
Act and secs. 10(b) and 15(c)(1) of the Exchange
See also rule 10b--5 promulgated under sec. 10(b) of the Exchange Act.
~ Charles Hughes ~ Company, Inc. v. S.E.C., 139 F. 2d 434 (2d Cir. 1943), certiorari
denied, 321 U.S. 736.
~ First Anchorage ~orp., 34 S.E.C. 299 (1952).
~ S.E.C.v.G.H.
Abraham ~f Co., Inv., 186 F. Supp. 19 (S.D.N.Y. 1960) Batktn ~ ~o.,
38 S.E.C. 436 (1958).
~ Best Securities,
INV., 39 S.E.C. 931 (1960) Barnett d ~o., In v., Securities Ex change
Act release N,o. 6310 (1960) ; also see Securities
Exchange Act release No. 6721 (1960).
¯ Heir, Kahn ~ In]ante, Inc., Securities
Exchange Act release No. 34-7020 (Feb. 12,
1963).
s Best Securities,
Inc., Securities
Exchange Act release No. 6282 (June 3, 1960,) ; Mac
Robbins ~. Co., Inc., Securities
Exchange Act release No. 6846 (July 11, 1962).
~ J. Logan ~f- Co., Securities
Exchange Act release No. 6~48 (July 7, 1962); May ~
Phinney, 27 S.E.C. 814 (1948) Arleen W. Duches, 27 S.E.C. 629 (1948), aff’ d sub. nora.
Hughes v. ~.E.G. ].74 1~. 2d 969 (D.C. Cir. 1949) Al lender ~f Go., 9 S.E .~. 104 3 (19 41).
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is suitable
for such customer on the basis of the facts,
it any, disclosed
by such
customer as to his other security
holdings
and as to his financial
situation
and
needs.

Both the NASDand the Commissionhave rejected the contention that
under the language of the rule~ whena customer does not volunteer his
financial condition and holdings, the broker-dealer and his salesman
have no dut.y to obtain such information. I° The rule has been applied
to recommendationsof excessive trading of securities as well as recom11
mendationsof unsuitable types of securities.
The New York Stock Exchange, which enjoins its members and
their salesmen "to maintain high standards of commercial honor and
integrity" 1~ and "just and equitable principles of trade and busihesse" is also imposes ethical criteria on the relationship between
broker-dealers~ their salesmen, and customers in the purchase and sale
of recommended securities.
The exchange’s most important general
rule in tMs area is the so-called "know your customer" rule, which
requires general partners and officers of memberorganizations to "use
due diligence to learn the essential facts relative to every customer
* * * "~ While there is some doubt as to the extent to which the
exchange regards this rule as a protection to customers as well as to
membersorganization, ~’~ it is nevertheless clear that the exchange
regards "inappropriate recommendations" and "churning" as a basis
~
for discipline of registered representatives.
Ideally the legal and ethical obligations of the broker-dealer to
his customer should not inhibit his successful operation of his business. There is at least a theoretical identity of interest bet~veen the
customer who wants to purchase securities and the broker-dealer who
wants to sell them. Nevertheless~ the merchandising emphasi.~ of the
securities business in general, and its system of compensation in particular~ frequently impose ~" severe strain on the legal and ethical
restraints.
The most commonevidences of this strain are misrepresentations~ omissions~and failure to learn facts about securities recom.mended, overtrading discretionary accounts and the accounts of trustmg customers~ and the recommendation of securities unsuitable for
the purchaser. A detailed discussion of the causes and effects of these
phenomenaappears in chapter III.B.
The legal and ethical duties of those engaged in the dissemination
of written investment advice are also generally defined by the Commission, the NASD,and the NewYork Stock Exchange, although t~he
standards have not been spelled out quite as fully. Fromthe point of
view of the Commission, the legal restraints arise again out of the
g~neral Federal antifraud statutes, both for broker-dealers 1~ and for
registered investment advisers, is The Commissioncounts as conduct
~o Greenberg ~ Leopold, Securities
Exchange Act release No. 6320 (July 21, 1960).
~ First Securities Corporation, Securities Excharrge Act release No. 6497.
~ NYSEconstitution,
art. I, sec. 2, NYSEguide, par. 1(~02.
¯ ~ Ibid.
~t N¥SE rule 405, N¥SE guide, par. 2405.
~ During t e study s public hea~nngs, G. Ke~th Funston, president of the exchange,
pressed the opinion that this rule was primarily designed to protect firms against financially
irresponsible
customers.
~¢ NYSE, "Ethical Conduct: A Study Guide for Registered
Representative
Trainees of
Ne~w~or~_S.to.ck Exchange Member Firms," p. 25.
~-~ec. &’t(a) of the Securities
Act and sees. 10(b) and 15(c)(1) of the Securities
change Act ; see rules 101>-5 and 15cl-7 (a) and (b) adopted under the Securities Exchange
Act.
~s Sec 206 of the Investment Advisers Act; see rule 206(4)-1 relating
to investment
adviser "advertising.
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which may be considered to violate the obligation of fair dealing tho
distribution of market letters or other sales promotional material
which makes exaggerated and unsupported predictions of prices or
earnings ,9 or omits material information, ~° or implies the existence
of a nonexistent research staff, 21 as well as the practice of trading
against investment adviceY2 While no self-regulatory
organization
has power to prescribe ethical codes for registered investment advisers, broker-dealers which are members of the NASDand the New
York Stock Exchange are subject to the ethical restraints imposed in
this area by these bodies, each of which, quite properly treating
written investment advice of broker-dealers as sa]e~promo’tion mat~
rial, has established general standards which should be met. These
legal and ethical restraints, and the strains to which they are subject,
are detailed in part C.
In the variety of functions performed by broker-dealers and investment advisers, some involve obligations to their customers and clients,
while some involve obligations to others, particularly in the activity
of serving on the boards of directors of publicly traded companies.
For the most part the obligations to customers, clients, and companies
are reasonably clear and compatible, and can be satisfied without difficulty. Inevitably, however, the world o.f business creates situations
where the fulfillment of one set of obligations may be inconsistent
with the fulfillment of another. In these situations of conflicting
obligations there is least agreement amonglegal ~nd self-regulatory
authorities, and in the business communityitself, as to the proper
priority of obligations. These problems of conflicts are the subject
of the final par~ of this chapter.
2.

~PROFESSIO~ALIS]K"

AND THE INDUSTR]f

P " ,
"
t’on, and sometimes as an indication of self-esteem. Partly the use of the word reflects a desire to
encourage the development of those ethical concepts which ideally
should be associated with the practices of the business, as when the
Commission refers to "the standards of the profession," ~ or when
the New York Stock Exchange, in a study guide for member firm
trainees, says"
The goal is to achieve a standard
of conduct befitting
a profession.
~
that the registered
representative
himself must be a pro.fessivnal.

This means

On the other hand, the frequent use of the terms also reflects motives
which may be less lofty. To a considerable extent the words become a
tool of merchandising, whenused to advertise "professional guidance,"
or "professional financial planning." ~In recruiting they become a
symbol of prestige and status, as whenadvertisements for mutual fund
~ Mac Robbins & (~o., Inv., Securities Exchange Act release No. 6846 (July 11, 1962).
~°Investment ~erv~ce Co.. Securities Exchange Act release No. 6884 (1~62~).
~ Anna Gaseley ~obin d/b/a The Profltmaker,
Investment Advisers Act release No. 127
(1962).
~ ~.E.G.v. ~apita~ Oaths Research Bureau, Ine.~ 300 1~. 2d 745, 306 F. 2d 606 (en bane)
(2d Cir. 1962), certiorari granted, 31 U.S.L. Week3233.
~ See, e.g., Be~$ Securities,
I~o., Securities Exchange Act release No. 6282 (June 3,
1960).
2~ "Ethical Oonduct : A Study Guide for Registered Representative Trainees of New York
Stock Exchange l~lember ~irms," p. 1.
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salesmen extol the advantages of "becoming a member of a profession."
A matter of concern to the Special Study has been the confusion
generated by the use of the words "profession" and "professional."
They are words of .m, any meanings and shades of meaning in many
different contexts. ~Ihe professional baseball player is distinguished
from the amateur athlete, the professional soldier from the civilian in
the ranks, and membersof the "learned" professions--doctors, lawyers,
and clergymen--create a still different image.
The confusion within the securities industry stems from a lack of
agreement both as to the meaning of the words themselves and as to
the extent to which they are used to describe an existing.state of facts
or an ethical ideal. To one person "profession" may principally connote a calling characterized by specialized knowledge and intensive
preparation; another may give more emphasis to high standards of
ethical conduct. An executive of one large firm described a "professional" within the securities industry
a dedicated man, a well-trained man, a man of highest intellect,
a man of highest
caliber, morally--then the manwhoputs the customer’s interest first.

The managing partner of another large firm, describing what a firm
should stand for, separately enumerated "integrity, and then professional competence." The head of a smaller firm which extensively
advertised its "professional" services, agreed that a professional was
an individual who puts the well-being of his clients above that of himself in" termsof his professionalrelationship. . . with.
,,them’"withinthe
context of earning a living in a capltahst~c society. The president of
one mutual fund distributor defined a professional mutual fund salesman in the following language:
Someone that knows everything necessary about the product that he is representing, has a firm conviction in the soundness of the product, and the need for i,t,
and considers the prospect more important than himself in trying to service
individuals.

The president of another mutual fund organization had this to say on
his understanding of the term "professional" in relation to the securities business:
A. I would like to think it is an attitude of services to the client, seeing that
he reaches his objectives,
he understands fully the product, that it meets the
objectives of the customers’ needs.
Q. Are you more interested
in a salesman who has this attitu,de
than in one
who sells ?
A. I think this is the best way to sell. Ours is a repeat business. Unless a
salesman does have this attitude
he is not going to get the repeat sales and
~
he will fall.

Given the wide diversity of views as to the nature of professionalism, it is hardly surprising to find ,a diversity of views on the extent
to which it exists within the industry at present. Few broker-dealers
would seriously claim that the industry as a whole has achieved a
status of true professionalism; some, on the other hand, claim that
status for people in their own organizations, like the mutual fund
distributor president quoted above, who claimed that "all of our fulltime men are very much so professional."
A different appraisal of
m Questioned later about how certain prospecting techniques were consistent with professionalism he stated, "I think the wayone prospects is unimportantin the professionalism
[sic]."
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the industry as a whole was given by the executive director o~. the
NASDat the study’s public hearings :
I cannot see at the present time an element of true professional
competency
or true professional
standards entering into the sale of most securities.
I just
don’t see that coming about for a long time, if ever.’

It was not necessary for the study precisely to define or measure
"professionalism" in the securities industry in order to conclude that
an image of professionalism has been actively promoted which, as to
much of the industry, does not in fact exist. To say this is being
neither critical nor cynical; essentially it is being realistic. Professionalism involving both elements of technical competence and high
standards of conduct is a highly desirable goal or ideal which the industry has set for itself. Somepersons and firms in the industry even
now operate on a ]eve] of skill, specialized knowledge, and integrity
which may ~ustify the application of the term to them, and manymore
recognize and, for the most part,, achieve, a level of ethical practice considerably higher than that of manyother businesses.
Nevertheless, the primary emphasisof the securities business still is,
as it historically has been, on selling securities. Although the exchanges and the NASDhave made advances toward the establishment
of ethical standards in the industry, there is still muchroomfor implementing these standards. The conclusion that segments of the securities business have not attained the ultimate ideals of a profession does
not meanthat its selling activities are necessarily unethical, nor does
it mean that the industry is incapable of change or reform, but it
wouldbe a disservice to the investing public to engenderthe belief theft
professionalism has actually been attained on a wide scale in the
securities business today.

1. SCOPE OF THE PART

This part of the report examines t~hose activities of broker-dealers
and their salesmen which are most directly related to the public’s
par.ticipation in the securities markets: their selling practices. It
reviews the methods and techniques used by firms and salesmen to
attract newcustomers ~and to sustain the interest of old ones. It discusses the manner in which the compensation of salesmen and specialization in some types of securities may place a strain on the primary
duty of the broker-dealer and the salesman to deal fairly with the
public investor. It notes special problems peculiar to larger firms
with numerousbranch offices and staffs totaling hundreds of salesmen.
Finally, it evaluates the internal and external controls over selling
practices which are exercised respectively by the firms and the governmental and industry regulatory bodies.
A study of this kind by its nature and purpose, although surveying
the entire scene, must necessarily focus upon problem areas, including specific abuses that appear to represent more than isolated cases.
For this reason this part gives more attention to improper practices
than to ethical ones, although it does also c~te ~nstances ~n whichfirms
or individuals or segments of the industry have demonstrated an
awareness ’of problems .and have instituted techniques to raise stand-
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ards and to assure fair dealing, in its highest sense. This concentration upon specific improper practices in areas where the need for reforms is indicated, however, is not intended to reflect a quantitative
measurementof the extent of these practices. Nor is there any intention to convey the impression that an individual situation characterizes
all or even ~ major part of the activities of a particular segment of
the industry, or, in somecases, of the particular firm.
Manyselling practices discussed in this part require positive action
by the industry and the regulatory organizations in order to narrow
the existing gap between the industry’s stated t;oal of high standards,
and the existing conditions in the marketplace. Someof these practices may have less significan.ce in the event of the adoption of the
recommendations set forth m chapter II, relating to adequate
character and competence requirements for those who sell securities
to the public. Fortunately a growing awareness of the need for
higher standards is reflected in the increasing emphasis on training
and supervision by some of the exchanges and some of their member
firms and by the NASDand some of its members. Nevertheless,
serious abuses have occurred, and problems exist which unless corrected could cause grave damage to the industry as well as to the
public investor.
In focusing on selling, the discussion in this section excludes those
activities carried on by brokers which do not involve direct contact
with the public, and deals principally with the techniques used in connection with the selling of corporate equity stock to public investors.
Practices relating to the sale of mutuMfunds are discussed in chapter
XI of this report. It is evident that except for mutual fund selling
organizations, only a small numberof broker-dealer firms do not fall
within the scope of this part, 26 since corporate stock .is sold to the
public by almost every segment of the industry from the large NYSE
"wire houses" to the one-man nonexchange firm. 27 Between the two
ends of the spectrum are small- and medium-sized NYSEfirms, firms
which are members of other exchanges, NASDmember firms without
stock exchange affiliations, broker-dealers registered with the Commission wh.o are neither membersof the NASI) nor of any exchange, and
those firms who sell securities to the public but are exempt from Federal regulation. ~s The customers to whomsecurities are sold range
from banks, pension funds, mutual funds, insurance companies, and
other financial institutions, to individual investors of all degrees of
sophistication and amounts of capital. Within the range of capital
are included the wealthy, the middle-incomegroup, and, to an increasing extent, individuals whose income is relatively low. In terms of
occupation, individual public investors include the wage earner, tho
pensioner, the salesman, the small entrepreneur, the large corporate
executive, the trustees, the farmer, the housewife, and the professional
and others.
The methods of study followed in accumulating the data and materials upon which chapter II was based ~ were .also followed for this
part. Interviews were held with various firms; private testimony
was taken; the files of the Commission, the NASD,the NYSE,and of
Odd-lot houses, specialists,
floor traders, and pure wholesale dealers,
See table 1-10 in ch. I.
Securities Exchange Act, sec. 1.5 (a).
I~ee eh. II.A.3.

among others.
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brokerage firms were examined; correspondence with interested persons from within and without the industry was studied and investigated in a numberof instances, as time permitted; decisions of the
Commission, the courts~ and the self-regulatory agencies were ana.lyzed, as was relevant historical backgroundmaterial; and public hearlngs were held. In addition, material received in response to questionnaires STS-1 and STS-2, described in chapter II.A.3. above~ was
extensively relied upon in the preparation of thins section.
2.

THE ~:ERC:I-/A/N--D!SING

EFFORTS OF THE SECURITIES

INDUSTRY

An ilnportant and obvious feature of the securities industry which
brings it closer to the world of business than of the professions is that
most of its members who deal with public customers normally and
regularly engage in merchandising activities.
The merchandising efforts of the securities industry are addressed to three basic objectives:
first, to attract the funds of a potential investor to securities rather
than to other forms of investment; next, to persuade the investor to
execute his securities transactions through the facilities of a particular
market or firms; and, finally, to induce him to purchase particular securities. To accomplish these objectives~ the industry engages in various methods of merchandising, including advertising, sales promotion,
and point-of-contact selling. While the techniques and services employed in these different methods are separately discussed below, their
essential interrelationships
must be borne in mind. Although advertising and sales promotion may at times be difficult to distinguish
from each other, both are essentially and ultimately aimed toward
accomplishing sales.
a. Advertising
The securities industry makes extensive use of all of the principal
media of advertising--newspapers
and magazines, radio and television programs and direct mail solicitations all play a part. Publications in which retail brokers advertise include daily newspapers, trade
journals~ weekly.and monthly news magazines, literary magazines~ and
women’s magazines. Newspaper advertisements,
which are largely
confined to the financial pages, aim principally, at a public already interested in the world of business~ while magazine advertising in business publications may be directed to a similar audience. But the extensive use of mass circulation magazines reaches a wider group. In
recent years, as public interest in the securities markets has grown, retail brokerage firms have turned increasingly to the airwaves to advertise their names and services. In many metropolitan centers at
least one radio station broadcasts a daily summaryof market activity
sponsored by a brokerage firm, and in some areas market averges are
broadcast hourly throughout the day. In addition to advertising the
names and services of sponsoring firms, such programs serve as continual reminders of securities as an investment medium,reaching the
broadcast segment of the public. Sponsored television programs, too,
carry the messageto a vast audience.
A more selective type of advertising can be accomplished through
direct mail solicitat~’on based on specialized lists. The NewYork
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Stock Exchange specifically recommendsthis technique to its members
in a 15-page brochure, issued in 1957 and again in 1960,3° which sugests the compilation of lists from such sources as trade and profesonal directories obtained from local libraries, private clubs, chambers
of commerce,credit rating books, property valuation and street lists,
and local news items about promotions and job changes21 The exchange also recommends~purchase of lists through list brokers, many
of whomoffer selective hsts, a2 and this source Of potential customers
has been used by large and small firms.
Whatever the medium, broker-dealer advertising has the basic purpose of obtaining newcustomers for the firm. While a few larger firms
are content to do this by i.mpressing the public with their name and
a description of their services, muchbroker-dealer advertising is, at
least in its broadest sense, "come-on"or "bait" advertising, aa ~n that
the advertiser offers to supply something "free" or "without obligation." Whatis offered free is, most often, "sales literature," as that
term is defined by the NewYork Stock Exchange, i.e, printed reports
covering individual companiesor industries, leaflets or booklets interpreting the facilities of the firm, and generalized discussions of the
place of investment in securities in an individual’s financial planning. 8~ One major NYSEmemberfirm, for example, used a full-page
NewYorker magazine advertisement to offer the firm’s "comprehensive new booklet" which "tells why they recommend investment in
major international oil stocks and describes in detail the three they
favor at this time." Another memberfirm more dramatically invited
the reader of its advertisement to call or write for the firm’s publication recommending"six securities which we believe should be able to
double over the next few months." 85 The member firm sponsoring
one radio program offered its listeners a booklet called "A 10-Year Investment Forecast," of which the announcer said:

g

[F]ully
illustrated
with charts
and photographs,
this new booklet
tells
you
why the economic outlook for the 1960’s appears so bright * * * tells
you how fast
business
and industry
is expected
to grow * * * and tells
you what yardsticks
an investor
should use when choosing
stocks
in the coming decade.

Another commonfeature in advertisements in all media, by/qYSE
memberfirms and nonmemberfirms alike, is the offer of free portfolio
analysis. One such advertisement of a large exchange wirehouse offers the reader "investment help tailormade for you," and contains a
coupon with blanks for personal information and a list of present
holdings~ to be filled in and sent to the firm for analysis by the firm’s
portfolio analysis department. Occasionally portfolio analysis offers
are made by firms without facilities for providing that service; the
proprietor of one small New York City nonmemberfirm admitted to
the Study that his firm used direct mail solicitation of portfolios for
analysis as a device to obtain the names of potential customers, al~* NYSE, "How You Can Use Direct Mail To Enlarge Your Securities
Market,"
m
at 8-9.
a~Id.,
Approximately
250 firms offer special lists.
Wall Street Journal, Jan. 7, 1963, p. 1.
~ Under a NASDinterpretation
of sec. 1, art. III of its Rules of Fair Practice,
"comeon" techniques in any form of advertising are ’*deemed conduct inconsistent with Just and
equitable
principles
of trade."
NASDManual, G-19 (1961). The NASD apparently
does
not
consider free offers of special reports, portfolio analysis, or market letters to be
~
’~come.ons,

~ See NYSEGuide, par. 2472.10 (~962). For detailed di scussion of broker-dealer
sales literature,
its contents and the mannerof its preparation, see ch. III-C below
~When this advertisement was submitted for approval to the exchange a secohd time
is was rejected.
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though no person connected with the firm was trained to make such
analysis ancl no analyses were ever made.
Financial planning and estate planning are other free services
offered by broker-dealer advertisements. A Wall Street Journal advertisement of a firm which for the year ending October 31, 1961, sold
over $1 million in mutual funds urged readers to "Leave your children
a managedestate" and invited them to call the nearest office of the
firm and ask to speak to an ’testate planner."
Manyfirms also advertise at regular intervals a list of recommended
securities,
available at no cost to any applicant. Although most
broker-deMer market letters are distributed without charge as a sales
promotional device, at least one firm uses advertisements offering
market letters normally available only on a subscription basis.
The reader, listener, or viewer who responds to the offer of free
material or free services will receive the material and~ usually, the
services he requested, and will also becomea "prospect" for the firm,
and may expect a direct approach from one of the firm’s registered
representatives.
While broker-dealer advertising reveals a basic uniformity of puros% it also displays a wide range of style~ emphasi%and approach.
dvertising copy ranges from the low key "institutionM"
to the
flamboyant, depending on the nature of the advertising medium, the
audience aimed at, the taste and standards of the particular firm, and
the public image which it wishes to convey.
Certain firms aim principally at giving an impression of conservatism and competence. For example, one NYSEfirm with a large
number of branch offices used an advertisement headed : "We Have No
Branches." The text of the advertisement soberly explained that every
office of the firm contains main office facilities and main office staff,
and emphasized the training and background of the firm’s staff and
the dependable investment guidance available ~t any of the firm%
offices, without any offer of free sales literature or services. Similarly,
the radio commercial for one NYSEmember firm pointed out:

~

[The firm] has no magic formula that can guarantee a success in the stock
market. What they do have is a half-century
of experience
with investment
problems of every sort * * *

The commercial offered no booklet, but merely stated that the firm
would be happy to make an appointment at the listener% convenience.
A major portion of the more conservative advertising lays heavy
stress on the high quality of research underlying the firm% advice.
An advertisement of a large NYSEmember firm warned of the difficulties of investing and concluded, "However, if you are looking for
advice based on sound research and mature experience, why not try
us ?" Another memberfirm advertised"
TItOROU~I~INVESTI~IEI~TRESEAItC:ft iS the guiding principle of this experienced
research organization.
We place primary e~nphasis on professional
research.

A considerable portion of the advertising materiM used by exchange
memberfirms is in the form of tie-ins with the exchange s own advertising campaign, which is designed to encourage capital investment
in securities~"O~vn your share of American business’~and until
1960, distributed the names of persons responding to its own advertise-
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3~
ments among member firms for follow-up as potential customers.
Material relating to the exchange advertising program is sent to member firms in advance, and memberfirms are free to run under their
own name their own tie-in advertisements or those prepared by th~
exchange. One advertising series prepared by the exchange staff was
directed at the potential womaninvestor, with slogans such as "Who
Said Investing Is a Man’s World~." and "Why Is a Smart Shopper
Like a Good Investor?" Both the exchange advertisements and the
tie-ins prepared by its staff typically encourage the customer to investigate before investing, and to invest only surplus funds. The promotional element of the advertisements is evidenced principally by an
overt emphasis on investing only through NYSEmember firms, and
the underlying emphasis on the competence and integrity of the members and employees of such firms. The tie-in program appears to be
quite successful; 136,906 lines of tie-in advertisements, amounting to
57 full pages of a standard-sized newspaper, were run by member
firms in the spring of 1969, an increase of 53 percent over the 1961 fall
program.
While manyconservative and established firms use conservative advertising, the mere use of that approach is by no meansa reliable criterion for an investor’s choice of a brokerage firm. A conservative or
even protective approach is available to any broker-dealer who wants
to use it. It was appropriated, for example, by a nonexehange member
titan which has been an underwriter of low-priced highly speculative
securities, specializing in glamor issues with glamor names but ~often
without any earnings histSry. This firm ran~a prominent advertisement in New York newspapers in 1969, warning investors of the
dangers involved in purchasing securities of unseasoned companies
in glamor industries. The advertisement set out a list of investor
"do’s" and "don’t’s," such as :
Appraise the fundamentals, i.e.,
the risks involved, success and integrity
of
management, product, profit margin, industry competition,
years in business,
growth potential, and past rate of growth, if any.
Emphasize earnings per share. * * *
Ask yourself:
"Does the company show special
promise of some kind?"
Don’t buy on tips and rumors. * * *
Don’t buy just because of ~ scientific
soun,ding name. * * *
Don’t buy on the basis of profit promises. * * *

The advertisement concluded with an offer to send a brochure on the
firm’s formula for purchasing new issues. This advertisement contrasts with another by the same firm in 1961, captioned "Our First
Year," and featuring a table showing 11 of the underwritings in
which the firm had par~icip.ated.
The table contained the name of
the issuer, the date of the offering, the offering price, the high bid,
an.d the current market price. In each instance the current market
price was higher than the offering price, and in all but two cases it
had more than doubled. Particular issues showed increases from
$3.195 to $60 per share, from $1 to $17.50 per share, and from $2 to
10.50 per share. Twoother issues labeled aSpecial Situation Letter
Recommendations," appearing below the table in the same format,
were shownto have doubledin price since first offered.
detailed discussion of the NYSE’sadvertising program appears in ch. XII.
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Another nonexchange member firm carried on a direct
paign by mailing 5~000copies of a report headed :
¯ lA~’s F,~VOm~T~ I~VES’rM~NTS--LAlgD
seasoned security.

and GOLD--combined

mail camin a single

The report, divided into four main headings captioned "The Attraction of Gold," "Golden Values in Land," "Home Development~"
and "Attractive Value~" evaluated the recommendedsecurity in the
following terms:
Because it afford such attractive
values in well-located
land and ageless
gold ; because it provides a two-way hedge against either infla,tion
or deflation ;
a~d because it is available at the moment at the ama~,ingly low price of I~A,
we regard [the company’s] common as a seasoned security capable of producing
rewarding market gains. [Emphasis in original.]

The unrestrained appeal to speculative impulses represented by
such advertisements of firms which are not membersof any exchange
has been used by many broker-dealers,
including I~YSE member
firms. One memberfirm advertised copies of its current market letter
which "reviews a farm equipment maker whose 1961 earnings should
double and an agricultural
chemical company with the promise of
a later earnings ~explosion?" Another compared a small, little-known
plastics company with the giants of the industry~Du Pont, Dew,
and Monsanto--noting its .price rise from $4 to $8 per share and
inviting the reader to receive the complete story of the company’s
¯
future by mailing the coupon below." An NYS~
~S~e~e~~brr:~ihotcommercial tantalized listeners with the question~ :
Which international
electronic
company has increased
in price over 340
percent in the last 2 years? Why should this dynamic company maintain this
excellent
growth record in the years ahead7 The answer to these and many
other important questions are in [the firm’s] booklet available free. * * *

Regardless of the advertising tone, however~broker-dealer advertising, other than announcementsof public offerings and public service
messages, generally carries one of two themes, or a combination of
both. Oneis the theme of profits to be madefrom securities; the other
is the theme of reliance and trust in the experience and judgment of
the firm, its registered representatives and, often most particularly~
its research department. Reliance on these themes is hardly surprising. The advertising merchant generally must advertise his merchandise, his services~ or his prices. Since, for exchange memberfirms
at least, advertising of a price advantage is precluded by min, imum
commission rate schedules, the broker-dealer must advertise the advantages of his merchandise, which lie principally in its potential
appreciation, or the advantages of his services, of which the one with
broadest public appe.al is its research. Each theme can be, and often
is, carried out mmbjectionably~ and yet each has its dangers. The
first lends itself to the unrestrained appeal to gambling instincts, and
can fan the flames of such speculation as existed in 1961. The second
may create an atmosphere of trus~ and confidence, encouraging full
reliance on broker-deMers and their registered representatives as
professional advisers in situations where such reliance is not merited,
and obscuring the merchandising aspects of the retail securities
business.
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b. Sales promotion
Brokerage firms with a sizable following of retail customers generally supplement their advertising with sales promotion activities of
varying sorts. The most common~orm of promotional activity is the
preparation and dissemination of sales literature, such as market letters and special reports, described in part C below. As noted above,
a large amountof broker-dealer advertising offers such sales literature
in order to obtain names and addresses of potential customers. The
extensive circulation o~ such material to existing customers also serves
as a constant stimulant to the firm’s business.
The promotional value of conducting lectures .and investment courses
is also recognized by a great manyfirms of all kinds and sizes. The
NYSE,consistent with its objectives to educate the public and spread
the awareness of investment to an ever-broadening segment of the
public, considers this technique an excellent means of communication
and education, and has prepared an outline for a nine-lecture adult
37
programto be given by its members.
The courses are well advertised, are geared for all segments ot~ the
population, and are held throughout the country. One large NYSE
memberfirm offered investment courses for womenthrough its Brooklyn office by means of an advertisement titled "Dividends Are a Girl’s
Best Friend." This firm offered "Fundamentals of Investing" to the
public in the Buffalo area; in Chicago~ a "Practical Course ~or Investors and Traders"; in Milwaukee, an investment seminar entitled
"Which Stock Should You Buy ?"; and a series of six lectures for the
"Sophisticated Investor~" through the firm’s Syracuse office. The
course for the "Sophisticated Investor" covered such subjects as taxes
in relation to securities, margin accounts and their uses, services and
facilities of a brokerage firm~ and trading vehicles and techniques.
The curriculum for the more basic courses includes these su’bjects:
"Should I Invest," "Literature and Services Available," and "Mutual
Funds." Other firms have offered courses advertised in local newspapers under headings such as "Learn HowTo Invest From Professionals,"
"What You Don’t Know Can Hurt You," ~nd "Why the
Break ? * * * The Key to the Future Is a Critical Evaluation of the
Recent B rea.k."
Somefirms charge registration fees for ~ series of lectures extending for as long as 9 weeks. Other lectures and courses are open to
the public at no charge. Free tickets are available to any memberof
the public who inserts his name and address on ~ coupon and sends it
to the sponsoring firms.
Whenproperly presented, these courses perform a valuable public
service. They are also a merchandising technique in that they stimulate potential customers to consider channeling their c~pital into the
securities market and direct attention to the particular firm conducting
the course. The courses are also capable of direct abuse, as is illustrated by a firm which~while giving lectures on the securities markets
a~NYSE, Securities
and Investing (undated pamphlet). The introduction
points out
that "Adult courses on personal finance have become increasingly popular throughout the
country."
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to students at a university, recommendedhighly speculative issues to
students and, during and immediately after the lectures, took ordei-s
for securities from those in attendance.
An unusual promotional device in the securities industry was a "Be
an Investor" contest. An NYSEmember firm, in conjunction with
Invest in America~.Veek, invited the reader to "Try your hand at selecting investments in dividend-yielding
stocks without spending a
penny--and win a 5-day all-expense trip to NewYork and also see the
NewYork Stock Exchange in operation." Under the rules of the contest the entra.nt had to select six stocks which would "do the best" in
the next 6 months. The contestant mailed the firm his list., together
with his name and address, and was then credited in his ~cont~st account" with a~x imaginary investment of $5,000 in each stock chosen.
The winner would be determined as of the closing market prices on a
date 6 months after the contest began. This contest was approved by
the :NYSEafter minor editorial changes in the advertisements were
made.
The use of a promotional device such as this investor contest serves
the usual purposes of sales promotion by obtaining the names of prospeers and stimulating public interest in securities generally and the
sponsoring firm in particular. It also emphasizes the gambling aspects
of the securities business. Any participant enjoying imaginary profits
may, as a result, be drawn into the securities market under the false
assumption that it provides an easy avenue to wealth. On the other
hand, the "losers" may be impressed with the need to rely on the experienced broker.
c. :The salesman’sefforts
Advertising and promotional techniques are directed toward establishing personal contact with the in’dividual investor. Ultimately,
however, it is the salesman whose activity is critical. As one firm,
commenting upon the limitations of one of its promotional market
letters, advisedits salesmen:
It can be used for long-range
prospecting;
tomers;
as a means of digging
out new cash
a sales
document. Sales are made as a result
minds between you, as a sales representative,
pect.
[Emphasis in original.]

as a mailing piece to casual cusfrom present
clients;
but not as
of a person-to-person
meeting of
and the client,
customer or pros-

The efforts of ~he salesman, in the securities business as in others,
embrace two distinct activities:
Locating potential new customers,
generadly referred to as "prospecting," ~nd servicing or selling to new
customers and old ones.
The salesman in most firms is expected to seek out or "pro.spect" for
new customers on his own, whether or not the firm engages m promot.ionul activities of the types discussed above. Somefirms use little
or no advertising, and rely heavily on the ener~oT and ingenuity of
the salesman or the selling partner for additional customer accounts.
The Investment B~nkers Association of America (IBA), an organization representing some of the largest and most highly reputed firms
in the industry, ~s in one of its publications summarizesseveral of the
prospecting techniques presently used in the industry, but not before
emphasizing to the salesman the wisdom of dealing fairly with his
~ According to a survey performed by James O. Rice As~oclates, Inc., in November 1960,
the average member firm of the IBA is 46 years old ; the median number of employees for its
corporate firms is 90, for partnerships,
250. The most important aetivity for the majority
o~ its members was found to be N:gSE brokerage.
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customer. For example, under a heading "Salesmen’s Profits-Measured by Services Rendered" the salesman is advised to select-with adequate assistance--the
right securities
for the right
~
of the personaI influence of large or small profit credits?

people,

regardless

The salesmanis also told th’at-Decisions
on matters
concerning
client
wel]are are always being made.
Despite profits which might be made, every firm periodically
rejects or "passes"
available issues which are not up to its overall standard. Similarly, each salesman who administers the standards of his clients’
lists must decide primarily
~°
on qualifications
of the issues, with the profit motive being in the background.
[Emphasis in original.]

The IBA manual, under the heading "Building a Clientele," recommendsthat the salesman prepare lists o’f prospective clients as a first
step in building a customer following. The publication then proceeds to discuss 11 different "prospect sources." The first of these is
called a "cat and dog" list, composedof the names of those persons
who at one time did business with the firm but whose patronage failed
to continue for a variety of reasons. Another suggested source is
"friends, relatives, and acquaintances." Still another prospect source
suggested in the manual is the "cold turkey" call; this technique
requires that the salesman merely walk into an establishment and
introduce himself to the prospective customer. The manual suggests
that--Names and titles
on doors, or information
obtained from company truckdrivers in front of the establishment
or on the shipping docks, offer leads for
introductory calls.

The salesman is also advised-to "ease" the block and to determine from the exteriors
of the business houses
those organizations
which comprise industries
generally known to be doing a substantial
volume of business

"Cold turkey" calls are recommendedto the salesman as a method for
the "sharpening of his wits" and "agility for coming around to his
point ot~ entry." The manual goes on to state:
Men who are accustomed to making "cold turkey" calls find tha~ their efforts
build up in a definite
crescendo as the day proceeds. They generate enthusiasm
and are thrilled with their effectiveness and their ability to think, speak, and gain
approval for their recommendations.
" ’~

The IBA does not suggest that salesmen engage in the practice of
making"cold turkey" telephone calls to sell specific securities to unknown customers, a practice which characterizes high pressure or
"boiler room" organizations. ~ In its direct mail brochure the NYSE
describes "an effective procedure" used by many memberfirm salesmen which combines telephone and direct mail contact. The brochure
states :
As one top producer puts it, "If there is real interest,
the mailing may be followed by a telephone call--during
which you and the prospect can get down to
specific cases or arrange a personal meeting."
Another man, however, states:
"In that phone conversation,
I am only selling
the idea of a discussion
to plan the customer’s
program."
[Emphasis in
original.] ~

The IBA manual also suggests use of the mails to attract prospects.
The manual suggests that mailing pieces include the firm’s market let~ IBA, "Manual on. Securities Salesmanship," p. 8 (1961).
~o
p. 9.
.u Id.,
Manual, pp. 18 and 19.
~ IBA
For a description of "boiler rooms," see sec. 4.b, below.
~ NYSE,"How You Can Use Direct Mail To Enlarge Your Securities

Market," p. 12.
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ter or some pieces of economicliterature to which the firm subscribes.
These mailing pieces, it is said, should be specifically markedin red or
blue pencil to attract the attention of the prospect:
The psychology of this method of prospect approach is that people will seldom
~
throw into the waste basket subject matter which is specifically
marked.

Since the basic enclosures are usually the sales promotional material
supplied by the firm, the type of mailing material varies with the
policies of the firm.
Although the "leads" or lists of prospects which respond to the published advertising, the radio commercials, the direct mail campaigns,
the contests, etc., constitute an important source of potential customers
for the salesman, some new customers, of course, come to brokerage
offices of their ownvolition. While some are undoubtedly attracted by
the firm’s promotional activities, others select their broker on the basis
of the attractive establishment it maintains, the general reputation of
the firm as expressed by friends, business associates and others, or a
personal relationship with some of its principals or employees.
Regardless of the means by which a potential customer and a salesman may meet, the relationship which develops between the two determines the functions which the salesman will perform. Someinvestors
demonstrate reliance on the salesman by giving him complete discretion to buy and sell securities, usually up to a specified dollar limit.
Others, including the growing number of unsophisticated investors
with little or no knowledgeof securities or the mechanicsof the securities markets, while not formally authorizing discretionary accounts,
place great reliance on the salesman’s advice. Often the customer’s
only contact with the securities industry is through his salesman.
Even the more sophisticated customers, devoting full time to their own
jobs, may rely heavily on the advice of the securities salesman.
Someinvestors, on the other hand, do not depend on the salesman
for advice. Such individuals often do business with more than one
firm, and may use a particular broker for a particular purpose or
specialty. Typically, one who considers himself a knowledgeable in~estor may have an account with a bTYSEmember firm and with one
or more other firms who specialize in new issues and are expected to
allot shares of potential "hot issues." There is ’also the investor who
makes his own investment decisions based on his own analysis--merely
using the salesman as an order-taker. The salesman’s role as an ordertaker has been described in a NYSEpublication as follows:
* * * some custo~ners
do not see investment
advice. They simply want the
registered
representative
to see that they get good service in executing their
orders, that their purchased stock is registered
properly and stock sold is paid
for promptly. The registered
representative
gives good service to clients (particularly
those who are not experienced
investors)
by voluntarily
advising
against the purchase of the stock of a li.~tle
known company or of a company
whose price action has been extremely volatile where risks of failure a,ppear to
him to be far greater than the chances of success. If, however, the customer
45
still insists on such a purchase .the decision is his.

Where the relationship between the customer and broker is such
that the former relies in whole or in part on the advice and recommendations of the latter, the salesman is, in effect, an investment
adviser, and some of the aspects of a fiduciary relationship arise be~ IBA Manual, p. 25.
~N~YSEDepartment of Member Firms, "Supervision
Representatives and Customer Accounts," p. 7 (1962).

and Management of Registered
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tween the two parties. However,regardless of the nature of the relationship with the customer, where the salesman recommendsa security
to a customer, such recommendationmust be consistent with the salesman’s duty to deal fairly, and it should rest on considerations of the
customer’s investment goals, financial circumstances, and a careful
analysis of the security by qualified persons. The NYSEhas stated:
* * * a great majority of clten,ts
are dependent upon ’a registered representative and his firm for investment information and advice ranging from complete
dependence to the casual question, "Wha.t do you think of XYZat these levels?"
Because the great majority of his customers are going t~ wa~t investment
information .and advice of one sort or another, it is essential that the registered
representative
serve his customers in an informed and intelligent
manner. To
advise an investor properly he obviously needs .to know his client’s
investment
objective.
At the extreme where an investor wants advice on fitting
investment
into his personal financial ,plan, the representative will need to help his customer
define his investment objective through consideration
of (a) financial resources
and obligations,
(b) background and knowledge, (v) other investments held
his portfolio,
(d) cash resources, ,and (e) other major assets such as real estate
and insurance.
On the other hand, .an investor who approaches the representative with che objective of buying shares in a particular
industry may want only
the representative’s
opinion on the most promising companies in that industry.
Only with the investmen,t objective clearly understood will a representative
be
able to give a .satisfactory o~pin,ion .on a security held by a client .or make a proper
recommendation for his portfolio.
Like a doctor or a lawyer, the representative should determine pertinent facts concerning his client’s situation prior to
giving advice. Furthermore, the advice given Inust be based on good faith and
upon informed judgment of investment facts, not on rumor."

In fact, considerations other than the welfare of his customer operate to motivate the salesman; these include the salesman’s own compensation (as discussed in the following section) and sometimes the
limitation to the particular types of securities offered by his firm (as
discussed in sec. 4, below).
3. CO~IPEI~SATI01~ OF SALES~EI~

a. Z)ominanee o] commission eor~pensation
S.alesmen being human, the financi, al incentives offered them can
be expected, in large measure, to affect the manner in which they do
their job. While the fee structure of the industry itself is subject to
certain disclosure requirements and regulatory controls by the exchanges, 4~ the NASD4s and to some extent by the Commission/9 compensation o~ salesmen is~ with certain exceptmns, undisclosed and
unregulated. Firms are relatively free to choose the method and rate
~ Ibid.
a~ The policies, rules, and regulations relating to commissionsand charges for transactions in securities listed on the NYSEand other exchanges are discussed in oh. VI; see
NYSEconstitution, art. XV.
NASD,Rules of Fair Practice, art. III, see. ~, requires that charges for services
performed be "reasonable and not unfairly discriminatory between customers." Sec. 4
requires
aamember
buy and sell securities
to and from customers
at fair prices
and
when
acting
asthat
agent
for
customer
:’~faSo!t~ihl~tto~n~t~ah~toNrsSf~r
~eStPerr~n~nUing~t~hdea~a~rnnt~
sPr~chargAehiShCUstomerlmore
thana~fair
commission or service charge * * *."
ration under art. III, sec. 4, and has
the markupcharged by a member,NASDManual, G-1. This subject is discussed in detail
in oh. VII.
~ Securities ExchangeAct, sec. 15A(b) (7). Underthis section the act requires that the
rules of the NASD
"provide safeguards against unreasonable profits or unreasonable rates
of commissions or other charges, an~ prohibits any rules designed to fix minimum
profits, to imposeany schedule ~)f prices, or to imposeany schedule or fix minimum
r~tes of
commissions, allowances, discounts, or other charges." ’Under sec. 19(b) (9), the Commission also has Jurisdiction over exchange rates and charges. Pursuant to form S-1 promulgated under the Securities Act, the Commissionrequires discl(~sure of underwhiter’s
compensation and dealer commissions and discounts in connection with a public offering
of securities. See rule 1~cl-4, concerning disclosure in confirmations of source and amount
of ~e
commissions.
Securities ExchangeAct, see. 10(b), rule 10b-2 ; NYSErule 347 ; NASDManual,G-~2.
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of compensation for their salesmen, but absence of regulation has not
stimulated any considerable diversity in form. Such variations as
exist are either in the level of rates or reflect one or moreof such factors
as a firm’s exchange ~nembership or nonmembership, whether or not
the security is listed on an exchange, and_ the nature and form of the
transaction.
Securities salesmen employed by exchange memberfilans and nonmemberfirms are, with few exceptions, paid exclusively on the basis
of straight commissions or draw agt~inst commissions. The latter
method differs from the former in that it assures the salesman a minimumfixed income each months thereby serving to reduce the immediate
economicpressure to .produce business.
A major exception to the genera] rule is Merrill Lynch, the industry’s largest retail brokerage firm. Its compensation system was described at the study’s public hearings as follows :
Our salesmen are paid on ,a salary basis. Twice a year we give .them .adjusted
compensation if their performance is .surpassing
what we normally expected
when we set their salary. You might say, Is this a bonus, is this a commission
arrangement?
No, because the adjusted
compensation
that we give them, we
take many factors into consideration.
First of all, how well .the customer is doing. Secondly, how m’any errors
h~ave they had. Third, what is ~the quality of their work. Fourth, h~ave Chey
been ~any trouble to the manager, and the like, before we .determine wh’at .they
should be paid from ~hen .on.

Nevertheless, M:errill Lynch keeps the customary record of commissions produced by each salesman, giving varying "production credits"
according to the type of business done; e.g., exchange transactions,
transactions on a principal basis and on.an .agency basis, underwritings
¯ nd other types of distributions, and adjusts salaries to reflect production. However, its system does recognize factors other than production, and the salesman’s compensation does not depend exclusively
upon the amount of commissions he has generated.
The general rule of commission compensation for sales efforts
creates two problems : The salesman is economically motivated to persuade customers to enter into as manytransactions as possible, thereby
creating the danger of excessive trading or churning; he also benefits
most from sales of those securities for which the rate of commission
i.s highest, and is thus motivated to recommendpurchases of securities
without sufficient regard for their merit or suitability for a particular
customer. An experienced executive for a large NYSEmember firm
commentedon these two problems during the course of the study:
It has become very clear in the recent past that some salesmen, notwithstanding the rules and admonitions of their firms to the contrary,
have on occasion
presumably under the motivation of commission income advised clients to purchase securities
which might be regarded as unsuitable
to their investment
objectives.
In fact, it can be said as a general observation that salesmen are
all too frequently
in their advice motivated by the "commission motive." This
is not a motive that is entirely foreign to other businesses or even professions,
but nevertheless it cannot be condoned.

Despite these dangers, most retail firms, including the one with which
the author of the above statement is associated, use a salesmen’s compensation system which is based on production alone.
The almost universal pattern of commission selling has not always
existed. Until 1949 members of the NYSEwere subject to rule 436,
which provided :
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Itowever, long before 19~[9, the exchange and its membersdecided that
a salesman’s salary could justifiably be predicated substantially upon
the business he introduced and the resulting profits accruing to the
firm. Although rule 436 remained in effect, for man ears the exchange imposed few restrictions on the frequency or a~Yo~ts of salary
changes for salesmen~ and compensation was generally geared to production. After the 1929 market crash~ the exchange had taken steps
to restrict the compensationpolicies of its membersin an effort to raise
the caliber of salesmen. During the early 1930’s, when there was
little activity in the securities markets, the exchangefor a time fixed
minimmnsalaries according to geographical zones, and also r~quired
contracts of employment for stated periods. However~ by 1943 the
exchange’s position had been modified at the insistence of the member
firms and salary changes were l~ermitted to be effected monthly~ although with the understanding in all cases that the dollar salary for a
given month or other pay period must have been set in advance.
Although rule 436 made no distinction between transactions in listed
securities on the exchange and transactions in the over-the-counter
market, memb~r.~ were permitted to pay commissions to salesmen in
connection with business in unlisted securities~ su~bscriptions to investment managementor investment advisory services, listed bonds owned
by the firm, public offerings of listed securities and other special
~
situations2
In 1943, a Commission survey of the compensation practices of
bI¥SE memberfirms concluded that a substantial number of "customors’ men" were in fact being paid on what amountedto a straight commission basis, contrary to the exchange’s rule. The Commission’s
survey was undertaken after the president of the I~YSE submitted
a proposal to amend rule ~36 in order to permit firms to pay salesmer~ on a commission basis. Earlier proposals had been opposed by
the Commissionstaff on the ground that the customers’ interests we~:~
better protected by a fixed salary rule. In the course of the survey,
a numberof firms expressed the fear that abandoning the fixed salary
rule would greatly increase the danger of salesmen’s churning of
accounts, l~e~ertheless, 6 years ]ater~ in 1949~ rule 436 was a~nended
by the board of governors to permit compensation on straight commission basis~ thus conforming to the practices of the majority of the
exchange members2~ No safeguards were imposed to prevent the
potential abuses which concerned those firms that had opposed revision
of the rule ~n 1943. The Commission did not object to the amendmerit2"
_~__N__Y__S.E,Supplementary Material, E-287.
~ ESN E, Notice to Members, (2-7449 (Aug. 19, 1949). Under a 1957 revision,
rule
became the present rule 347.
~ Although the Commission staff did not formally object to the proposed amendment of
rule 436, it made the following comment on tt~e matter :
. "Although a salary basis appears to be better for the public since it helps to dissuade
churning and excess trading in customers’ accounts,
the Division [of Trading and Exchanges] Is aware that for all practical purposes the salary bases used are so frequently
changed as to be tantamount to commission payments for business done by representative~.
Therefore,
although we feel the exchange will harm itself
in the long run, we do not
object to the proposal."
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b. Variable/actors
(1) Exohange memberships and markets
A dominant consideration
in most compensation is the minimum
commission rate schedule in effect on all exchanges. Such schedules
for the most part prohibit memberfirms from splitting commissions
with nonmembers.54 Thus, firms which are not NYSEmembers must
pay full exchange minimmncommissions on all orders executed on
that exchange. This places nonmemberfirms at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis memberfirms in transactions in listed securities, as is
reflected in the relatively low percentage of gross income from exchange transactions reported by nonmemberfirms25 In turn, since
salesmen’s compensation is generally directly related to their firm’s
commissionsor profits, the impact is reflected in the salesman’s share.
The effect of minimumcommission rate schedules is eroded to some
extent by reciprocal business, ~ by the fact that some nonmembers
charge commissions over and above the exchange commission, and by
the practice of some nonmemberswho purchase listed securities from
over-the-counter dealers at prices slightly better than those available
through an exchange member.~r lqevertheless certain indust~r~,wide
patterns are clear. A salesman whose firm is a memberof the I~YSE
and several regional exchanges will receive full compensation for a
transaction executed on any member exchange and for an over-thecounter transaction. A salesman whose firm its a memberof only one
exchange will receive full compensation for transactions on that
exchange or over-the-counter transactions~ but will be paid on a
redtrced scale, or paid nothing at all, for transactions on exchanges of
which his firm is not a member. A salesman for an exclusively overthe-counter firm is likely to receive compensation only for over-thecounter transactions. The potential influence of this structure on
the recommendations of salesmen is obvious.
Apart from the impact of the minimumcommission rate structure,
salesmen generally receive highest compensation from over-’the-counter
transactions than exchange transactions, regardless of whether the
firm is a memberof one or more exchanges, except where orders are
executed on an agency basis. 5s This higher compensation is a combination of two factors: First, salesmen generally receive a higher percentage of the firm’s gross profit on over-the-counter transactions than
of the firm’s commissionon listed securities; and~ second, the firms
themselves frequently make a greater gross profit on transactions in
the over-the-counter market. Thus while commissions to large N¥SE
member firm salesmen on their exchange business generally average
one-third of the memberfirm’s gross on such business, and the percentage drops off or disappears where the firm is not a member of
the exchange on which the transactions are executed, a salesman’s
commissions on his over-the-counter business generally range from 40
to 50 percent of the firm’s mark-up. As would be expected, the difference between compensation for exchange and over-the-counter busi~ The rules of the Pacific coast, Detroit, and Cincinnati stock exchanges permit splitting
of commissions with NASDmembers and other specified entities
under certain conditions.
The subject is discussed in detail in oh. VI.
~ See ch. I, table 1-12.
~ See chs. VI and XI.
~7 See tables in ch. VII and discussion in ch. VIII.
~s For a discussion of princioal and agency transactions in the over-the-counter markets,
se~ oh. VII.
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ness is least where the firm is an exchange member, and at least two
memberfirms reported paying salesmen commissions at the same rate
on all business. Most large memberfirms handle regular over-thecounter business on both a principal and an agency basis. In agency
transactions they usually charge a commission approximately equivalent to the NYSEminimum commission, and salesmen receive the
same percentage of the firm’s gross as on listed business. Over 50
percent of the dollar volume of all shares purchased for public customers in the over-the-counter market, excluding registered and unregistered distributions, is on an agency basis29
The study’s review of salesmen’s compensation practices, through
questionnaires STS-1 and STS-2,6° demonstrates .the general patterns
described above and the variations in those patterns. The STS-1 and
STS-I~ responses reflect the compensation advantage to salesmen, even
amongexchange memberfirms, in sales of over-the-counter securities.
Onefirm wit.h 17 branch offices reported that it paid 40 to 50 percent
for over-the-counter transactions and 30 percent on NYSEorders. A
smaller firm employing only 7 salesmen reported a 5-percent differential between exchange and over-the-counter business, while a firm
with i~ branch offices and ~:0 salesmen, ’and memberships on 4: exchanges, reported differentials of between 5 and 15 percent.
Amongexchange memberfirms, compensation to salesmen for business executed on their respective exchanges varies within fairly narrow
limits~ with smaller firms tending to pay higher commissions. Varia~
tions according to geographical location and the volume of business
lProduced
by the
individual
arepays
common.
For example,
1
argo firm with
49 branch
officesemployee
nationwide
25 percent
to salesmen
in its western offices, 30 percent to its midwestern salesmen and 331~
percent to its eastern salesmen, but western and midwestern salesmen
who produce gross commi~ions exceeding $3,000 in a given month
are rewarded by being raissed to the 331/~-percent level for that month.
Another large firm compensates its salesmen for listed business as
follows: salesmen in eastern and midwestern offices receive 331/3 percent of the gross commissions they produce; salesmen in western and
southern offices receive 95 percent of the gross and those in southwestern offices receive 30 percent. Another firm with 65 branch offices,
which varies the rate of compensation according to monthly production, makes only one geographical distinction among salesmen; all
those in NewYork City offices are paid a minimumof 36 percent of
their gross commissions with a sliding scale upward to a maximumof
4_1.4 percent as the individual’s gross monthly production increases
~rom $2,000 to $5,000 per month. The scale for this firm’s other
salesmen varies ~rom32 to 36.8 percent.
A representative example of a large NYSEmember firm’s commission schedule for sales~nen, showing the com’plexi~y of the commission
pa~tern and considerations involved, is set forth below :
(a) On agency transactions
in listed
percent,
depending upon location
of office
of the individual
registered
representative;

and unlisted
securities
and the amount of .the

25 to
productio.n

~ See oh. VII. If distributions are included, the total percentage of the dollar volume of
shares purchased for public customers on an agency basis would be lower since most
distributions are done on a l~rincipal basis.
~ See ch. II.A.3.
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(b) Forty percent of the concession received by the firm in the "selling
group" of new issues or secondary offerings (the firm does not take underwriting commitments)
(c) Fifty percent .of the concession received by the firm on sales of mutual
funds shares;
and
(d) Twenty-five to fifty percent of the profit in a "net" transaction
over-the-counter
securities
depending upon the loc, ation of the office. (The
firm takes no positions nor does it make any markets in such securities.)
The majority of the firm’s transactions
in unlisted
securities
are on an
agency basis upon which it charges the regular New York Stock Exchange
commission rate. When it acts as a principal
in such transactions,
the
profit generally
is related to a regular commission or depends upon the
type of security,
work involved, and competitive situation
with a maximum
of 3 percent of the money involved.

Amongthe category of firms which ~tre members of regional exchanges but not membersof the two major exchanges, one small firm
with six salesmen, a memberof the Philadelphi’a-Balt,
imore-Washington Stock Exchange~ pays its salesmen 15 percent of the NYSE
member’s commission for orders execu’ted on that exchange although
the firm receives no dire@ financial benefit from such transactions,
and 80 percent of the commissions received for orders executed on the
Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington
St’ock Exchange. A mediumsized member of the Midwest Stock Exchange with 6 branch offices
and 11 salesmen, pays them 331/~ percent of its commission for an
order executed on ’the Midwest Stock Exchange, and only ~0 percen~
of the minimum .allowed commission for an order executed on the
~TYSE, of which it is not a member. On the Pacific Coast Stock
Exchange, one memberallows its salesmen 40 ’percent of commissions
for orders executed on that exchange, and only 20
percent, for those
executed on the 57YSE and Amex, while another, which also gives
40 percent of commissions for orders executed on the PCSE, provides
no compensation for orders executed on other exchanges. Firms which
are members of regional exchanges but not members of the NYSE
and nevertheless compensate ~heir salesmen for transactions executed
on the NYSEindicate that ~hey follow the practice so .that the salesmenwill not turn away such business.
As for broker-deMers with no exchange affiliations~
STS-1 and
STS-2 responses generally show them paying lower commissions or
no commissions for orders executed on exchanges, ’and, as would be
expected~ this category of firms derives little or no gross income from
transactions in securities listed on exchanges2~ There are, however,
exceptions .among over-the-counter firms, such :as one retail broker
which reported a gross income of $17,000 from customer transactions
in stocks traded on exchanges and pays a 25-percen~ commission to
salesmen on listed stocks as comparedwith a 40-percent commissionon
sales of over-the-counter securi’ties.
Most nonmemberfirms compensate their salesmen at the r~te of 40 to 50 percent of the gross profit
madeon each over-the-counter transaction~ although one firm reported
giving its best producers as muchas 70 percent of the gross profit
on such business.
~x In the case of nonmemberfirms which show income from transactions on exchanges,
the firms either charge customers an additional fee over and above the NYSEminimum
commission, or purcha~ the securities over the counter through one of the dealers who
specialize in this type of business. See ch. VIII.
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(2) Influence of nacre of transaction
(a) Sales o/ over-the-counter securities on 5ehal] o/ puSliv customers.--In exchange memberand nonmemberfirms alike, because of
t~he minimumcommission schedules of the exchanges~ salesmen receive
the same compensation whether the exchange transaction is a purchase
or a sale. However~while a salesman usually receives more compennation for the execution of customers’ purchase orders in over-thecounter transactions than in exchange transactions~ he customarily
receives less for the execution of a sell order in unlisted securities. In
over-the-counter transactions, one large firm credits a salesman with
50 percent of its gross profit on retail sales madeto his customers and
only 25 percent of its gross on sales madeby his customers. The lower
salesmen’s compensationon customers’ sales is~ in turn~ a reflection of
l’educed income to broker-dealers for the execution of retail sell
orders. ~ Spokesmen for the NASDexplained the reason for this
practice as follows :
(Donald Burns, an NASDstaff
member:) "I have my own opinion.
I think
this ’is a m~rchandising business, and the profit comes in on the sale of your merchandise to the customer. All you are doing in liquidating other securit4es is, for
the purpose cff obtaining proceeds, for the sale of a customer."
(Glenn Anderson, former chairman of the board of governors :) "I would give
the same view. As a matter of fact, most firms that I know of in the retail ’business, where’as they will l~ay a commission to a salesman on a retail sale, give no
consideration at all on a liquidation,
and take just enough to handle the transaction, or nothing at all. And do not shoot ~or any profit. And this is nvt uniformly
>~
SO.

It seems clear that under this policy, a salesman’s main financial incentive to recommendthat his customer sell a particular unlisted security lies in a corollary recommendationto purchase other securities
with the proceeds. On the other hand, the reason for lower compensation on customers’ sales was explained by Merrill Cohen~ the
present chairman of the NASD,as follows :
Question.
Would not the salesman devole just as much time in evaluating
whether ’a customer should purchase as whether a customer should sell ?
Answer. Well, let me give you a practical
example. When a salesman goes out
to sell something, he has no lis’c of people who may be reasonably certain to buy
it, so he is out prospecting for these people.
When a salesman has a selling
recommendation, he h’as a list of customers
of his who own that security, wh.o, presum’ably, respect his judgment, and those
salesmen, when we make a sales recommendation,
will come match faster than
the merchandising o~ an issue on the other side.
There are other factors, but I think this would be one that would be considered.

(b) Distcibutions.--The effectiveness of compensation as a stimulus
to sales effort is best demonstrated whena block of securities is distributed to the public by one or more broker-dealers. Such distributions include .registered and unregistered underwritten offerings in
the" over-the-counter market~ special offerings and exchange distribution plans using the facilities
of the exchanges, and sales o~ an
accumulation of shares of a particular issue by a broker-dealer for
his own acco~mt in the over-the-counter
market2 ~ Customarily an
issuer or a holder of a substantial block of a particular issue must
i)rovide a selling broker with ~ financial incentive beyond the usual
~:
matter distributions
is discussed further
ch. VII.
~a This
Registered
of newin
issues
and unregistered distributions
pts. B and C of eh. IV.

are discussed in
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commissions or markup, in order to assure that the block will be sold
in a short time and at reasonable prices. In an underwriting, this
takes the form of a discount from the price at which the securities
are to be offered to the public. Wherethe securities are offered by
the issuing corporation or by controlling persons, the underwriting
discount generally ranges from about 6 to 15 percent of the offering
price, depending on the type and size of the issue. This compares
with the median fee of approximately 4 percent charged by brokerdealers on their principal "riskless" transactions with public purchasers in the over-the-counter markets, ~4 and even smaller fees on
agency transactions.
Whena seasoned security listed on the :NYSE
is distributed either through the registration process or by means of
an unregistered secondary distribution, concessions or discounts to
broker-dealers are also substantially
higher than the commission
65
earned for executing orders for the same securities on the exchange.
Since a salesman’s compensation is generally geared to firm profits
in the particular type of business, he receives substantially higher
than normal commissions for securities sold in any such distribution.
A recent distribution of one listed security demonstrates the striking effect of the incentive of extra compensation. In August 196’2
a mutual fund sold 116,500 shares of commonstock of American News
Co, an NYS:Elisted stock, by means of an unregistered secondary
distribution. The shares were sold to the public at 27~/~ through a
selling group of broker-dealers who were allowed a discount of $1
per share, approximately three times the commission which would
be charged per share if the order had been executed in the regular
way over the exchange by a member fir~n. In less than 24 hours
the entire $3.2 million block had been successfully distributed to the
public. Salesmen ~or firms participating in the distribution earned
at least three times their normal commission~or selling that security.
Unquestionably the rapid distribution desired by the selling brokerdealer in this type of situation is made possible only through an
organized selling effort including extra compensation for salesmen.
A different kind of example of the impact of extra compensation
involved the disposition by Blyth & Co. of an inventory of approximately 13,000 shares of Grosset & Dunlap~ Inc, which had been
reacquired in the after-market following a registered public offering
managed by the firm. This incident is described and discussed in
further detail in chapter VII. Whenthe firm’s inventory, accumulation becamelarg% it offered a larger than normal profit to its salesme~for selling the stock to public customers~ whereupon1,500 shares
~vere sold to 31 customers in 1 day~ in contrast to the previous 5 weeks
]n which none of the firm’s customers had purchased any of the shares.
After the firm had disposed of its long inventory position and had
developed a short position it withdrew the extra compensation for
salesmen~ and purchases by its customers stopped.
c. Salesmc~n’s coTnpensation and merchandising
The patterns of salesmen’s compensation and their vuriations, both
amongfirms and with.in firms, reflect the us~ of compensation in the
securities industry as a strong merchandising stimulus. This system
~ See ch. IV.B.2.c(2) and ch. VII.
~Firms which are not m~mbers of the exchange may participate
listed securities when they occur in the over-the-counter market.
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tends to makepersonal economic considerations a factor in the salesman’s selection of securities which he recommendsto his customers.
Since he usually earns more money on over-the-counter transactions
than on exchange transactions of comparable size, the salesman has
an economic incentive to emphasize the former type of security in his
recommendations. Since he earns little
or no commission on customers’ sales of securities in the over-the-counter market, he has an
economic incentive to advise a customer to sell only if the proceeds
are needed or likely to be used for the purchase of other securities.
Since the salesman’s rate of compensation is big.best when he sells
securities being distributed by the firm, he has an Incentive to recommend such securities above all others. Even within the category of
listed securities, because of the structure of the commissionrate schedule he has an incentive to recommendthat any sum be invested in lower priced rather than higher priced securities. 66 In addition to the
financial pressure on the salesman to prefer particular categories of
securities, the practice in some firms of stepping up his rate of compensation for each transaction in a given month, if the dollar volume
of all his commissionbusiness during that month exceeds a fixed level,
provides an inducement to exert extra effort to generate enough business in the month to qualify for the higher rate. In Mszeal to reach
the desired level there is danger that the salesman may stimulate customer orders without regard to the customer’s needs.

In view of the vast variety of securities available for purchase in
the pt~blic market, it is hardly surprising to find that a considerable
degree of specialization has grown up among retailers.
A large number of firms sell only mutual funds or derive their income primarily
from that source. Smaller groups restrict their activities to the sale
of participations in real estate syndications, bank stocks, insurance
company stocks, puts and calls, municipal and other government
bonds, and oil and gas participations.
Other broker-dealers concentrate on primary or secondary distributions of securities, and some
of these further ~pecialize according to type and quality of issues.
Specialization by itself is not only inevitable but in manyrespects
desirable. There is a danger, however, that the specialist may not
hold himself out to the public as such, but may project an image of
qual willingness to sell, and equal knowledgeabout, securities other
an those within his specialty. In such instances, specialization
strains the broker’s obligation to deal fairly with his customer, and
strains it even ~-urther where a relationship of trust and confidence
has been developed.
nan_ example of this practice appeared in the study’s public hearings.
The brokerage firm of Hodgdon & Co., Inc., which employs over 50
salesmen in 3 offices, advertises itself extensively, both in newsoaoers
a~ud on _the radio, as "specialists in financial pluming," empha’sizi" ng
in its advertisements its special ability to devise an investment program tailored to the individual needs of each customer In fact the
firm s salesmen are ~n~ructed, ~n making recommendatmns to customers who avail themselves of the firm’s offer of financial planning,

~h

~ For a discussion
Oh,. VI.

of th~ relation

between eomm~ion rates

and round-lot

value,

~ee
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to follow a fairly rigid investment formula under which the customer
will divide the major part of his capital between mutual funds and
real estate syndications, the latter described by the firm as "blue
chips." Approximately one-third of the real estate issues purchased
by customers were in enterprises promoted by the firm, and one-half
of the mutual fund shares sold were of a fund in which the proprietor
of the firm had an interest through the fund’s managementcompany.
Extra compensation is paid on sales of this fund and on real estate
syndications promoted by the firm. The emphasis on real estate participations and mutual funds is reflected in the fact that in the firm’s
8-year history, less than 9~0 issues of industrial companies have been
recommendedto customers and of these, 8 were underwritten by the
firm.
a. Specialists in speculation
Another group of specialists are those who do not purport to be financial planners but whoconcentrate on the sale to the public of stock
of promotional or unseasoned companies. The merchandise they offer
and the selling methods they use preclude concern on their part for
the interests of their individual customers. Despite the intricate and
specialized nature of their merchandise, they apply to the sale of securities the merchandising methods more suitable for selling vacuum
cleaners or used cars.
The operations of one firm specializing in sales to the public of lowpriced speculative securities were described during the course of testimonygiven the study by John F. Dailey, Jr., the operating head of
Albion Securities Co., Inc. (Albion), of NewYork City, a member
the NASDwith no exchange affiliations.
Dailey’s lack of previous
experience in the business and the boilerroom backgrounds of his managers and salesmen are described in the previous chapter. 6~ Albion
was formed in September 1958 for the sole purpose of making a regulation ~ offering to the public of the stock of tteliogen Products, Inc.,
sa companyin which Dailey and his family had substantial interestsY
The tteliogen offering was unsuccessful, but Dailey decided nevertheless to continue in the securities business after making arrangements
to undewrite another regulation A public offering of the stock of
Scaico Controls~ Inc. Albion distributed 12~000 shares at the $1.25
~
offering price before the unsold poVcion of the issue was withdrawn.
Finding other unseasoned highly speculative securities for its salesmen to sell, Albion remained in the business. It does not appear that
Dailey ever contemplated that Albion’s business would consist of anything other than the merchandising of one or two speculative issues
at a time.
Whenever Albion is engaged in the distribution of an issue, its
salesmen push that particular security and are given incentives in the
form of extra compensation or push money. Securities issues in
which Albion acts as underwriter or as a selling group participant
or which the firm trades for its own account are posted on a blackboard
in the firm’s offices and comprise the current list of merchandisewhich
~ Ch. II.B.l.a(4).
~ I)atley was vice president and treasurer and his brother was a "heavy" investor.
~ At present there ia no quoted market for the stock and its last price was below $0.50
per share.
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salesmen are encouraged to offer their customers. Dailey himself
evaluated the risks of the merchandise sold by Albion when he said:
It’s the type of thing that may go up or down, and if it goes up it may go
up in a very fantastic
fashion or go down and be worth nothing but you go into
a gambling hall and you shake the dice and if you win you win, or if you want
to play roulette you play the 36-to-1 odd~ and win big and lose a little.

Despit,e the totally speculative quality of the securities offered, the
prospect, lug and selling techniques of Albion’s salesmen are dil~cted
at all types of investors and potential investors, including small investors for whomsuch issues are clearly unsuitable. The fi~n also
offers services which tend to blur the distinction between Albion and
firms offering a wide variety of mor~ substantial merchandise. ~Vhen
"aggressive selling
a list of
Albionplans
to
engage
in
ancampaign,"
....
up to 25,000 names of potentml new customers, mcludmgspecial categories of i~vestors such as doctors and heads of small businesses in
towns and villages, is purchasedfrom a list broker. The list is the basis
of a mailing campaign in which market letters and offers of portfolio
analysis are circulated to potential investors, with ~turn post cards
enclosed. The returned cards are then distributed to salesmen who,
without the firm’s having performed any portfolio analysis, proceed
to recommendthe merchandise in ~hich Albion specializes. The following colloquy provides insight into the purpose of this technique:
Question. Mr. Dailey, I will show you a card which is entitled
"Another Free
Service by Albion Securities
Co., Inc. For Confidential
Survey of Your Investments Use This Form. The Form Which You Give Us Will Be Held in Strict
Confidence." It says, "Portfolio Analysis." And it gives the recipient an opportunity to list the number of shares, commonstocks held, date of purchase, and
cost per share. What was the object in send~ng this out to members of the public’}
Answer. Well, the idea was to get a mailing list so that you could get customers
out of the mailing list.
Question. Have you any idea how many of those were mailed out, Mr. Dailey?
Answer. No, sir.
Question.
In the thousands? Hundreds?
Answer. I would think in the thousands. When I say in the thousands, maybe
2,500 or 5,000. I am just guessing.
Question. To your knowledge, no such confidential
survey of investments was
ever made for any of your customers ?
Answer. No, sir.
Question. This was simply a selling technique ?
Ansxver. That is right.

As another means of obtaining names of potential customers~ Albion
at one time employed ~ young man to make telephone calls to persons
whose names he selected from a telephone directory. Described by
Dailey in the boilerroom phrase of a "lead opener," his sole function
was to accumulate names of prospects~ to whommarket letters would
be sent by the firm. He was not a registered representative and apparently did not attempt to sell securities during his brief telephone conversations, which were described by Dai]ey as follows:
In other words, he would call up people and say, "This is the Albion Securities
Co. ~Vould you be interested
in having information."
"Would you like to be
put on our mailing list so that we will send you out all this information?" And
if they said "No," that was the end of it. If they said "Yes," he xvo~ld take their
names ~°
down and go to the next one.
~o The importanceof the telephone to Albion’s operation is demonstratedby the fact that
one of its major capital requirements has been its deposits with the NewYork Telephone
C~o., which have amountedto as muchas $2,700.
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Dailey, himself, candidly conceded the impo~ance of telephone selling to unknowncustomers, in the following colloquy from the public
hearings :
Question. Was it contemplated,
and has it been the practice of Albion Securities, to sell securities over the telephone ?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Is there much in the way of personal contact between your salesmen
and the customers of the firm ?
Answer. No, sir ; there is not.
Question. It has been the contemplation and it is the practice for there to be
the sale of low-priced securities on the telephone?
Answer. That is right.

He also recognized that the securities sold by his salesmen were unsuitable for the small investor whocould not afford to risk his capital
on a "1 out of 10" chance of success, nevertheless admitting that a good
numberof his customers were in this category.
Dailey was candid in disclosing the nature of the firm’s operations
at the Study’s public headings, but it is doubtful that manyof his customers understand the risks involved in buying securities recommended
by Albion salesmen. The firm holds itself out as a general brokerdealer and does not distinguish amongthe persons whose business it
solicits. There is no warning to the unsophisticated investor that the
firm specializes in speculation. One of the firm’s salesmen, asked how
he selected the securities recommended
to customers, replied :
Whatever they come in, like
got bread. Whatever they had.

a grocery

~(~re.

Now we got beans

and now we

As a specialist in speculative issues Albion is not unique in the
securities industry. During the period of frenzied buying of new
issues, which reached its peak in the spring of 1961, a number of
broker-dealer firms concontrated their efforts on sale to the general
public of these low-priced, high-risk issues. 71 The at¢itude of one
such firm to the merchandise it sold is suggested by the fact that it
sent out market letters prepared by a printer who composedthe copy
as part of his printin~ service. The market letters were widely
distributed to rented h~sts of names, and recipients were then solicited by telephone to buy the mentioned stocks. The suitability of
the merchandise apparently was of no concern to the firm’s proprietor,
whotestified as follows:
Question. Do you think that any deal that you go into * * * .is suitable for
~ny customer of yours ?
Answer. I think so.
Question.
Did you ever run into a situation
where a customer of yours is
unable to take the risk involved in a particular
issue that you brought out?
Answer. To be honest with you, I wouldn’t know.
Question.
What do you know about your customers?
Do you know how much
money they have? What securities
they hold? What their investment
objectives are ? Are you making any inquiry as to that?
Answer. No, I don’t.
Question.
Were
NASDwhich talks
customers ?
Answer. Well, I
ever speculative it

you aware of the rule in the code of fair practice
of the
about the suitability
of investments
for or securities
for
think that
might be.

any underwriting

is a suitable

investment,

how-

Another broker-dealer employed as many as 28 salesmen to distribute 27 new, highly sp~ulative and low-priced securities between April
~ See eh. IV, below, for a discussion of tho new-Issue l)henomenon.
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1960 and April 1962. Unseasoned new issues were the only type of
securities ever sold by the firm~ which was the primary underwriter
for 13 of these offerings, 9 of whichit financed before a public offering
was made. Of the 27 new issues it distributed, 4 were for companies
which had not begun production and had no history of earnings prior
to the effective date of their registration statements. By late 1962,
most of the issues were selling substantially belowtheir offering prices~
although they had risen to substantial premiums immediately following the o~ering. Ironically~ in December 1961, this broker-dealer
warned in~ estors against indiscriminate investments in the very type
of new offerings it had so vigorously promoted, and stated:
Weregard the confidence you have placed in us as a trust--if
you, as our client,
do not prosper over the long run, then it would be obvlous that neither shall we.

In the eyes of unsophisticated investors, firms of this type are not
clearly distinguishable from those which offer the full spectrum of
securities to the public and whose recommendations are not limited
to new, speculative issues. As is shownin the discussion above~ efforts
are madeby somefirms to. pose as investment advisers and solicit, the
trust and confidence of ~nvestors. In such cases~ the pose may be
nothing more than a merchandising device to aid in the selling of their
limited~ low-quality inventories.
b. The boiler rooms
Amongthe firms specializing in low-grade, high-risk securities are
those broker-dealers which, because of the "high pressure" generated
in their selling efforts, have cometo be called "boiler rooms." Firms
which qualify for this ignominious appellation~ almost without exception, operate in violation of existing legal and ethical standards.
At the Study’s public hearings Philip A. Loomis, Jr., Director of the
Commission’s Division of Trading and Exchano~-es, which is charged
with the responsibility of suppressing boiler roo~ns; described them in
the following manner:
Generally speaking, a boiler room in its full flower means an organization
which is engaged almost exclusively in selling securities
over the long-distance
telephone to customers whose names are derived from lists obtained from either
prior boiler rooms or compilers of lists, and where the only criterion for a
man’s performance is how many sales can he make at the lowest cost of longdistance tolls,
with the resuIt that the high pressure really builds up. ttence
the name boiler room.
Usually the securities
they sell are somewhat obscure, partly because these
securities are easier to get hold of in quantity, and partially
because the boiler
room prefers to have a security about which there is not any information avail~
able, so nobody will check up on what they say or at least untiI it is too late.

Boiler rooms are not new to the brokerage cormnunity. The term
was used in a judicial decision as early as 1937Y~ Characteristically,
boiler rooms flourish during periods when substantial numbers of new
public offerings are being made to provide for legitimate capital exo
pansion. ~ At such a time, the inexperienced, unsophisticated in~estor~ the usual target of the boiler-room operation, is easy prey for
promises of great profits from pie-in-the-sky securities. Such tradi~ See also, MacRobbins & (70., Inc., Securities ExchangeAct release No. 6846 (July ~l.
1962).
~a U.,~. v. Ro~lnicb, 91 F. 2d 911 (2d Cir.. ]937).
~a 24 S.E.C. Ann.Rept. 2 (1958).
96746-~63-----19
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tionally popular speculations as mining stocks, oil and gas promotions,
and companies with new inventions are from time to time joined by
issues currently in vogue in the securities markets as the favorite mer~
chandise of these unscrupulous Ol~erations.
Oneof the most successful boiler rooms of the ] 950’s was the Jersey
City, N.J, firm of Tel]ier & Co., through which Walter F. Tellier
capitalized on the uranium bonanza. Triller made use of telephone,
radio, direct mail solicitation, and newspaper advertising to supplement his salesmen’s local and long-distance telephone selling campaigns for a succession of uranium issues. Both the selling literature
and the telephone calls misrepresented the future prospects of the
companies, the risks of investment and the worth of ore deposits. A
favorite selling point of Te]lier’s salesmen was their advice to a
customer to buy the low-priced shares and put them away for his children or grandchildren.
WhenTellier’s operation was in high gear, it was believed to be the
largest over-the-counter security sellin~ organization in the United
States. Part of his profits came from ~uying stock for as little as 1
cent per share and selling at prices ranging between 75 cents and $1.87.
Although the prices of the shares sold by Tellier were low and the
average customer invested only about $150, the aggregate losses were
staggering. The Commission has estimated that Tellier sold over
$20 million in securities to 80,000 investors. The Tellier empire collapsed when he was convicted of fraud in the sale of debentures of
~6
Alaska Telephone Corp., and sentenced to a 41/2-year prison term.
In recent years the glare of publicity and the Commission’senforcement program have made blatant large-scal boiler rooms of the Tellier
vari.ety relatively scarce, but boiler rooms remain a problem. In discussing the changing nature of this problem at the Special Study’s
public hearings, Loomisstated:
As a result of a great deal of hard enforcement work both by the Commission
and by other regulatory or enforcement agencies in the field, the old full-dress
ultra-high-pressure
big boil.er room is rather rare now, but there are numerous
smaller organizations which spring up and engage in boiler-roo~n operations for a
while on a smaller scale until somebody catches up with them * * *

Typical of the smM1organization which opens its doors to sell one
or two speculative issues before its activities are detected and stopped
by enforcement agencies was the firm of Mac Robbins & Co, Inc.
Throughout its relatively short existence the firm provided a striking
exampmof one-product merchandising, selling only stock in Sports
Arenas, Inc. (Sports), a companywith a chain of bowling alleys. New
salesmen were told that they would be sellin~ S~orts stock and brochures describing the compa~nywere distributed t~o newly hired salesmen to familiarize them with the firm’s merchandise. Between October 1957 and November1958, 100,000 shares of this stock were sold to
investors at prices ranging from $2 to $7.50 per @are. Substantially
all of the sh~res were sold over the telephone b~ salesmen supplied
with lists of names of m~known
persons.
In what the Commissiondescribed as "boiler-room operations," Mac
Robbins followed a three-step
pattern.
Prospective customers
~23 S.E.C. Ann. Rept. 4 (1957). Here the Commission warned against
practices in the sale of new insurance and financial ventures.
~ 23 S.E.C. Ann. Rept. 171 (1957).
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throughout the country received brochures containing a misleading
and glowingly optimistic picture of the industry and the company,
designed to make them receptive to a telep.hone "pitch" which followe-d. Salesmen then followed up the mailings with high-pressure
telephone solicitations.
Finally, investors who had purchased Sports
stock were "reloaded," or convinced to increase their original investments. There was no place in Mac Robbins’ selling practices for disclosure of adverse information concerning the company, for realistic
disclosure of the inherent risks involved in investing in a new, speculative venture, or for determining the suitability of Sports stock for the
77
individual investor to whomit was recommended.
Certain types of misrepresentations used by Tellier’s and Mac Robbins’ salesmen are popul’ar in boiler-room selling. They include,
among others, assurances of substantial increases in market price,
spectacular earnings, and dividends, profitable mergers, and listing
on a national securities exchange---all to occur in the near future.
Misrepresentatiol~s do not exhaust the catalog of their devices. To
satisfy potential investors that there is an active market in the security
being recommendedwhen in fact none exists, the unscrupulous broker
may make arrangements with other brokers to publish fictitious quotations giving the appearance of a bona fide two-way market. 7s The
prices of most securities sold by a boiler roomare artifically fixed by
the firm, with no relation to a bona fide market or the inherent value
of the security. ~ The investor may find that when the selling effort
is concluded, the "market" has disappeared.
Often the stock sold by boiler rooms consists of blocks of unregistered securities distributed in violation of the law requiring registration and circulation of a prospectus,s° In such cases it is not surprising
that the broker does not reveal to potential investors that the securities
have not been registered, s~ In one such recent case, apparently part
of the scheme involved inducing investors to place orders ~or shares
of a well-established, over-the-counter security. Within a short time
they were advised that the stock had advanced ~/~, that it was not
dol ~ so well as expected, and that they should take their profit and
purchase shares of another company. ~ese latter shares were unregistered and had been obtained by t]~e firm from corporate insiders at
prices well below the amounts paid by its customers.
Another device not uncommonto a high-pressure selling effort is
knownas the "wooden order." Under this practice, confirmations are
~nailed to individuals who have not agreed to purchase the stock
being offered2 ~ Although the wary investor can refuse to complete
the transaction,
an unsophisticated
individual,
intimidated or
confused, may pay for the stock he had not ordered.
As has been seen above, sales by fraud, misrepresentation
and
material omissions are characteristic of boiler-room operations, axed
these firms therefore generally operate in violation of the law. How~ Moo Robbina ~ ~o., Inv., Securities Exchange Act, release No. 6846 (July 11, 1962).
~ A full discussion of this device is included in the general discussion of over-the-counter
wholesale quotations, in ch. VII.
~.E.~. v. 5’orporat~ Inveators (Io. (D. Arizona, ~an. 18, 196~), litigation
release 1~o.
2487.
¯ ~ Theodore A. Landau, Securities Exchange Act release No. 6792 (Apr. 30, 1962).
~ P. J. ~ruber & Go., Inv., 38 ~.E.(~. 171 {1958).
-In. the ~o.
,m~att_er
of the 30,
appllcatiqn
.l~eour~$~e$
.f/o.~ 88Inc.,
Securitie~
][~xchange
~ct~.re~ease
6961 (Nov.
1962). of
P.j.Pu~ombt
Gruo~v
& {7o., l~o0,
~.~.(~.
171 (195$).
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ever, while the Federal, State, and industry enforcement agencies
use a number of enforcement techniques to deal with the boiler-room
roblem, they usually cannot reach individual cases until damagehas
een done. Higher qualification standards and improved sources of
information are the obvious answer to regulatory terms; sa beyond
8~
this, alertness of the individual investor remains essential.
The regulatory problem created by boiler rooms and similar brokerage firms which sell only low-grade speculative securities to unknown
and unseen membersof the public is primarily one of identification
and elimination2 ’ This segment of the industry, because of their
selling teclmiques and the type of merchandise they handle, by their
very nature do not conformto the requiremen, t to deal fairly with their
customers. On the other hand, regulatory problems which exist with
respect to the great majority of firms who deal with the public
primarily involve inadequate controls or lapses in supervision and
rarely include situations where the overall operations of a firm are
inconsistent with the concept of fair dealing. In the following section
the problems of the large, well-estssblished firms are discussed.

~

The leading firms, unlike those discussed in the previous section,
generally attempt to sell securities in an ethical manner, and to inculcate their salesmen with the importance of dealing fairly with their
customers. On the other hand, unethical and improper selling practices by the more reputable segments of the industry do occur; they
are more isolated; are more difficult to cope with, and can result in
significant losses to the public because of the vast numberof investors
served by such firms. Abuses have occurred which, in some instances,
have rivaled those caused by boilerroom salesmen. Maintenance of
high standards of selling during the period of rapid growth recently
experienced by the industry has been difficult, and added strains occur
during periods of accelerated public participation in the securities
markets--a fact recognized by some industr~y., leaders. However, the
requirement of the broker or dealer to deal fairly with his customers
in accordance with the standards of the business ~s not relaxed in such
times and, as the industry has recently rediscovered, the excesses of a
bull market sow a harvest of complaints and bitterness when stock
prices decline.
In this section are cited specific examples of improper selling oractices which, as is shown, result from serious failures of ind’iw’dua]
salesmen to conform to established standards and serious defects of
control and supervision by their firms. There is no evidence that these
ractices are typical of how business is conducted by most of the
arger firms, but regardless of their frequency they represent problems too important to be ignored. While the public should not have
the impression that they constitute a tornado, neither are they but
few drops of rain," as suggested by President G. Keith Fun~ton, of
the NewYork Stock Exchange. Although most of the specific cases
discussed in this section arose during the speculative fever of late 1960

~

~ See
8~
In Ch.
thisII. connection the Commission publishes a pamphlet, "Investigate
Before You
Invest," alerting investors to the dangers of high-pressure salesmen.
ee For a discussion of external controls by the regulatory bodies, see see. 6.b, below.
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and early 1961, similar misconduct may occur, albeit on a more modest
scale, in all segments of the industry at any time. Unless adequate
preventive measures are taken, the next active bull market will undoubtedly bring a recurrence of these abuses, in similar volume.
a. Public complaints
A number of customers of large I~YSEretail wire houses who feel
they have been victimized by unethical practices of salesmen bring
their complaints to the attention of the Commission. It is important
not to exaggerate the significance of these complaints, since the fair
treatment glven the vast majority of customers of these firms is rarely
reflected in letters of commendationto the Commission,and the complaints received must be duly discounted for the normal bitterness of
investors and speculators with burned fingers. Nevertheless, public
complaints can serve to point to troublesome situations and danger
spots. Limitations of time, budget, and manpower prevented the
study from investigating most of the complaints which came to its
notice. Someof the pubhc complaints which, though for the most part
not verified, describe types of abuses recurring throughout the study’s
investigation, are reviewed in this subsection. The followingsubsections describe the results of three detailed investigations which the
study did undertake.
Customers who complain of selling practice abuses often mention
recommendationsof unsuitable securities, high pressure sales tactics,
and excessive trading in accounts. One disillusioned investor, who
wrote that he had placed his small account in the hands of a highly
regarded investment house to ~keep clear of the so-called boiler shop
operation," found cause to complain of the low quality of securities
recommendedto him, the qualifications of its salesmen, and his financial losses, and concluded that "a so-called boiler shop could do no
worse."
Complaints often comment on salesmen’s lack of knowledge of the
merchandise they recommend. One investor wrote of a salesman for
a large I~IYSE member firm, who, in recommending a stock when it
was selling at $19 per share, noted the "very good profits of the company’s * * * operations and suggested that the stock would go to
$30 at least and might even double in price." The customer later
learned that at the time he purchased the stock the companywas-already hopelessly in debt with every one of its
eve~ then on the verge of bankruptcy.

divisions

losi,ng

money; it was

After selling the stock a year later for $1.75 per share, this investor
attached less blame to the salesman--whom he considered honest but
uninformed--than to the firm, whose recommendation-proved so incredibly
unreliable
that perhaps they should be asked to beef up
their research department to a more dependable level.

Customers are equally disillusioned by salesmen’s recommendingof
highly speculative securities when they have not b~en made aware of
the risks involved, do not intend and can ill afford to speculate, and do
not expect the firm for which the salesman works to recommendsuch
securities. One such ].ady investor wrote that she had hopeAto provide for her retirement years by investing in securities. In following
the recommendationof a salesman with "an old reliable firm" in purchasing ~00 shares of an obscure companynot knownto her, she relied
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on her trust in the firm and its salesman. Whenshe later learned
that the issue w.as unseasoned and speculative, she atteanpted to dispose of it, only to learn that a market for it no longer existed. She
wrote:
If an unknown person or firm had approached me I would have considered
a boiler tactic. In this sense I feel I was t~ken advantage of.

it

Two separate customers of another NYSEfinn complained to the
exchange of recommendations by their respective salesmen that they
purchase shares of a new regulat~ion A offering when they were unaware of the risks typically associated with this type of offering.
Whenthe bulk of the offering could not be sold and the two customers
were told that the securities recommendedto them had become unmarketable~ they were understandably confused and resentful. One
wrote:
I realize
that over-the-counter
issues are speculative.
I expected that I
might either win or lose. However, I did expect it to be traded as 1 was told it
would be. I may be misinformed,
but my attitude
toward a brokerage
house
that was a member of the [New York Stock] [E]xchange was the same as my
feeling about a bank.

Quite apart from reconnnendations of speculative securities, complaints suggest that buy or sell recommendations unsuitable for the
customer are also made by salesmen of larger firms. On the basis of
filed complaints it would appear that the trusting widow, whois taken
advantage of by her securities salesman, is no mere fi~o~nent of fiction~
nor a figure of a bygone era. One widowwith two sons in school reported telling her salesman in a very large fi~zn that investments were
her only source of income~ and that she could not afford to speculate.
~Vhenshe opened her account~ most of her capital was invested in a
balanced mutual fund. The salesman did not recommendspeculations
to her, but he did recommendthat she sell the mutual fund and purchase a substantial amount of a security which paid no dividends.
She reported that when, after 3 months~ she asked about dividends on
one of her stocks~ the salesman told her "there wasn’t any~ that it was
a growth stock~ and that I had no business in the stock market."
vestigation of her account showed examples of unusual .activity in a
period of less than 3 months~ also based on his recommendations. On
two occasions the same securities were bought a~n~ sold in less than
1 month~ and another stock was sold within 7 we.ks of its purchase.
Similarly inappropriate but even more expensive advice was complained of by another widow~who followed and immediately regretted
a sell recommendation of a salesman of the same large firm. In this
case, the investor, in her sixties~ was called at her homeat 9:30 p.m.
on June 14, 19.62, and urged to sell all of her holdings because~the
market was going to drop much lower. On the following day she
visited the salesman at the firm’s offices, where he repeated the advice
to sell and produced charts to prove the wisdom of the advice.
Frightened~ she followed the recommendation and sold almost one-half
million dollars in blue chip securities. Onthe day she sold her securities the market rallied 15 points. She wrote:
This man never even took into consideration,
or asked me about taxes, etc.
With an estate
of this size, should he not have called in a man with more
experience * * *?
One reason for selecting the firm to handle the estate of my late husband was
their reputation
that they would advise me correctly,
and help ~ne. I am sure
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Members of the public also complained of high-pressure selling
tactics by salesmen of large reputable firms. In one instance a secretary with little prior experience in securities responded to a major
retail broker’s newspaper advertisement by returning a coupon off~ring information on securities. She shortly began to receive telephone
calls from a salesman for the firm whourged her to sell the stock she
owned and buy shares of another company. Despite her initial
rejection of his advice the salesman pressed on. In one call he told her
t.hat he had purchased 100 sha.res himself, that he would purchase
additional shares, if he had the money,and that the price of the stock
would go higher. A few days later he telephoned her at her employer’s office and advised her to buy the stock immediately "as it was
beginning to move." Despite another refusal the salesman called
again within minutes "because it was about to move." At this point
the harassed lady, busy at her job, consented to the purchase.
One customer of a leading NYSEmember firm complained that he
would not have purchased shares of a company recommended by his
salesman had not the latter said that he himself had purchased a substantial number of shares. Ln an exchange of correspondence a partner of the firm conceded that actually the salesman did not ownshares
of that stock, and that in saying that he had "taken a big t)osition"
in the stock he was referring tohis customer’s holdings r~t~her than
his own.
Another practice of which investors complain is overtrading of
customers’ accounts or churning. 86 In one situation which came to the
attention of the Special Study, a customer complained that the salesman of a major retail NYSEmember firm churned his account, with
more than 200 transactions executed within 1 year and with a resultant loss which he calculated at almost $11,000 on an investment of
$20,000. The firm earned over $7,000 in commissions on the account
during the period, s7 Before leaving for Saudi Arabia the customer
had executed a power of attorney in favor of the salesman. Analysis
of his account revealed that during 11 months of 1960 there were 19~4
.purchase.s and 123 sales, with a gross value of over $500,000, and that
in some Instances the same securities were bought and sold in very
short periods of time. For example, 200 shares of American Motors
were purchased on February 11, 1960, and sold on February 18; 100
shares of Magnavox were purchased on February 18 and 19 and sold
on March 1, 3, 4=, 8, 14, and 16, and on March 17 another 100 shares
were purchased, then sold on the next day, while on the following
days 400 shares were bought for the account.
Complaints of overtrading in accounts where no formal discretionary authority had been given were also made to the Commission.
One investor stated that
had a busy denSal practice
and could
would be relying
on his (salesinan’s)
on.

not devote
good faith

much time to the market and
and judgment from that time

Within 2 months his existing portfolio was almost completely sold out
and replaced by other securities. One issue was bought and sold five
~ Specific NYSEand NASDrules prohibit the practice in cases where the customer relies
on the salesman to the extent of gl~ing him a discretionary
power of attorney over his
accotlnt.
~ The study verified the number of transactions and the amount of commissions paid by
the cus,tomer, but not his total losses.
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different times during the following months. After approximately
] year, the firm had earned almost $4,000 in commissionsand the value
of the investor’s portfolio had decreased substantially.
b. The Bache& Co. Seattle branch
An example of the deterioration
of standards in one branch of
a large organization, the result of a combination of a casual approach
to such standards on the part of the branch office managerand lack of
attention by the central supervisory personnel, was developed through
the study’s investigation of the Seattle office of Bache & Co. (Bache)
the industry’s second largest retail brokerage firm.
On September 1, 1959, Bache opened a new branch office in Seattle. By the end of March 1961, the assistant branch manager, a man
with considerable back office experience who had been hired to set up
the branch and act-as operations manager, began to be disturbed by
irregularities
in the handling of customers’ accounts by salesmen. He
then brought the problem to the attention of the Bache home office
in NewYork City. His general concern, expressed in a letter addressed to the firm’s regional manager, was that salesmen were ignoring rules in their efforts to increase business and were thereby placing the firm’s reputation in jeopardy. In communications to both
the regional manager and the comptroller, naming the specific accounts which he believed were being mishandled and the specific salesmen who he believed were involved in improper conduct, he recited
the following improprieties, amongothers: Permitting discretionary
accounts to be handled by two salesmen whose personal checks to the
firm involving their owntransactions had been returned for insufficient
funds; churning customers’ accounts; repeatedly violating regula.tions in the extension of credit; and "free riding" by salesmen on new
lssue~.

As a result of these communications, the regional manager was sent
to Seattle in July 1961 to investigate, but apparently no significant
action was taken by the firm. According to testimony at the study’s
public hear.ings, the firm felt that the allegations of the assistant manager were ~naccurate2 s On the other hand it should be recorded that
in a 1-week on-the-spot investigation conducted by the Special Study
in April 1962, manyof the specific situations mentioned by the assistant manager were verified, additional irregularities
were discovered,
and none of the allegations which were investigated proved to be without foundation. Twospecific cases of improperties which were covered in the study’s public hearings are discussed below
One of the customer accounts~in which the assistang manager felt
that there had been undue activity was that of a lady identified in the
hearings as "Mrs. Blank." Questioned about this account, the re~onal
managertestified :
We * * * found that [the cusVomer] had already been contacted
manager] because in his judgment he thought there had been a
activity
in the account. He was told by the customer that she
tivity.
[The manager] took over this account from the registered
who had been handling it, and then began to handle the account
tered representative.

by [the branch
fair degree of
wanted this acrepresentative
for this regis-

~s The assistant managersubmittedhis resignation to the firm in August 1961, and it was
promptlyaccepted.
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Trading in the account of Mrs. Blank, characterized by the regional
manager as "a fair degree of activity," involved, in the period from
October 16, 1959, to December81, 1961, total purchases of $189,000,
total sales of $178,000, or a rate of t~urnover of roughly 15 times the
original investment of $12,458. Of ~he securities purchased for the
account, 87 percent were held for 90 days or less. This activity entailed a loss to Mrs. Blank of over $7,000, including commissions of
over $4,000 paid to Bache & Co. The salesman who handled the account with complete discretionary authority from the customer had
himself been required by the firms to liquidate his margin account
for overactivity and for delivering personal checks to the firms which
had been returned by the bank for insufficient funds. He continued
to be employed by Bache until May 1, 1962, when he left to go into
the mutual fund business.
Mrs. Blank provided her version of the incident to the Commission
in a sworn statement, which in pertinent parts reads as follows:
* * * I wantto state first that [the salesman]
is the sonof a verygoodfriend
of mine, and I would not want to hurt her in any way. In a divorce settlement I received a house which I had sold with net proceeds of $10,000, which
I had invested
in two open-end stocks * * * In 1959 my divorce payments
(alimvny) were due to stop in about 2 years and I decided that the income
from the open-end stock would not be sufficient
to live on. Then I got in touch
with [the salesman] because I was a friend of his mother’s and he had always
been a friend of my oldest son since childhood, and told him that I needed a
greater
return for my money. He made up a suggested plan for investment objectives.
I told him that if I was not making money he was to let .me know
(because that was all I had to live on in the future) and we would stop and
decide what to do next. I made it clear to him that this was all the money
I had.
[The salesman] was authorized by me at .this time to make all of the decisions
in relation to my account. He after that did not ever call me about any transactions,
both buying and selling.
Therefore I never knew the status of my accounts until I received my confir~nations.
I would start to watch the stock
which I thought I owned and then would receive a notice that it had already
been sold. Whenever I asked [the salesman] how I was doing financially,
he
would reassure me and tell me everything was fine.
About April of 1960 my tax expert pointed out to me how many short-term
trades I had made. I then told [the salesman] not to trade so fast,
but to
hold for long-term
gains.
(This was always by phone--I
was never in his
office.)
He always told me when we talked o’n the phone that things were going
well.
I finally went to see an officer at the [* * * National] Bank * * * who pointed
out how much money Bache & Co. had made on my trading.
I asked [him]
to speak to [the] office manager of Seattle Bache & Co. branch * * *

Improprieties

of ~nother sort,

resembling a practice

commonly

opened a cash account in the Bache Seattle office. In April ~e bought
several securities which he then sold prior to the settlement date for
the purchase. To pay for them he delivered three checks aggregating
~early
$9_3,000,
written
on a bank
~vh]chday
he he
knew
d~d nota
~ave funds
sufficient
to cover
them. account
The following
received
check from Bache for the sale proceeds, which he immediately deposited to prevent an overdraft. In June he repeated the transaction~
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this time writing a check for $100,150 and receiving a check ~rom
Bache for $101,125. According to Mr. S., he engaged in these transactions only on the assurance of the Bache salesman that the branch
manager had approved the nature of the transactions.
In April 1961~ Mr. S. became a salesman for Bache and soon discovered that his transactions
as ~ customer were neither customary
nor permissible in the securities
industry. On October 5, 1961, one
of his customers purchased 200 shares of International
Business
chines at a cost of $110,750, in a cash account. The shares were sold
on October 9 for $111,423. On October 12, the customer issued
check for the purchase price, and the next day received a check from
the firm for the proceeds of the sale~ which he immediately deposited
in his bank account to cover his check. Upon receipt of the first two
checks, the customer’s bank had contacted the Bache branch marmger
because of the large amounts involved and the very small balance in
the account; neither check was honored. Similar purchase and sale
transactions were attempted on October 11, 12, and 13, but no checks
passed in connection with the latter transactions because by this time
the customer’s account had been frozen.
VVhen the branch manager reported the matter to the New York
office, Mr. S. was required to supply a written explanation for his
conduct. His memorandum to that office denied knowledge of the
exchange of checks. According to his sworn statement to the Commission, he was advised to prepare the memorandum by the branch
manager, who, when reminded by Mr. S. that he had engaged in
similar transactions
as u customer, answered: "We knew you and
knew who you ~ ere. For his partlc~pat;on
m these transactions
Mr.
S. was discharged by Bache "without prejudice, ~’ and through his ~ormer salesman he su~)sequently obtained employment with the Seattle
l)ranch office o~ another large NYSEmember firm, disclosing
to
them the facts that had led to his dismissal. In reporting the termination of his employment to the NYSE on its form RE-4, Bache
stetted that his record was "clear," despite the requirement of the
exchange that member firms inform the exchange of the reasons ~or
s~
the termination of employment of registered representatives,
Following, the pubhc hearings m 5~ay 1962, ~n which these facts
concerning the Bache Seattle office wgre elicited,
the Commission
staff suspended its investigation
to give the New York Stock Exchange opportunity to exercise if~s sel~-re~o’ulato~, powers in the case.
On February 26, 1963, after concluding( its o~n-investigation,
the
advisory committee of the exchange’s board of governors censured
and fined B~qche & Co. $5~000; censured two partners, one formerly in
charge of branch office administration
and the other fo~waerly in
charge of the firm’s operations division ; censured the former regional
manager and prohibited him from acting in a supervisory responsibility for 6 months and also required him to take and pass the exchange examination ~.gain : wJthdrew approval of the office manager’s
actin~ in that capacit~ for a period of 6 months, and required him
~o take the exchange examination ag~tin; suspended four registered
representatives
for I ~nonth with the additional requirement that each
be reexamined; censured a fifth registered representative;
and provided that any application
for registration
submitted for a sixth
s~ For a discussion
ch. II.C.

(>f NYSEcontrols

relating

to salesmen’s character

and integrity,

see
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deferred for 2 months. The committee’s sanctions
submission by the firm to the exchange of what is
tured" reasons on extensions of time t~or customers’
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by the firm, be
were based on the
called "manufacpayment for their

in adequate supervision of the firm’s Seattle office.
This was evidenced by a
number of irregularities
in the office which included violations of regulation T,
"kiting" checks, meeting margin calls by liquidation,
excessive trading, and improper allocation
of hot issues. Although one of the firm’s regional managers
was sent to Seattle to investigate
various problems, his report was inadequate
and recognized as such by the firm’s internal counsel, yet no effective corrective
action was taken.

c. The Aguafilter selling effort
An outstanding example of the infection of the more reputable elements of the brokerage community with the virus of speculation was a
short but disastrousby effective selling effort involving over 600,000
shares of Aquafilter Corp. (Aquafilter).
By early 1961, when enthusiasm for Aquafilter shares was at its peak, the company had a history
which should have alerted any salesman who bothered to check, to the
extreme risk involved in investing in its stock. From its organization in 1955 Aquafilter’s principal business has been the development
and marketing of a water-impregnated
filter
for cigarettes,
which
could be used for one pack and then discarded. Its only public offering of stock took place in 1956, when 150,000 shares were sold, pursuant to a regulation A exemption, for $2 per share. By 1960, a total
of 1,446,920 shares were issued and outstanding,
although no additional filings had been made with the Commission to cover the additional issued shares and the s~ock had not been split.
By the end
of 1960 the company’s losses on all previous years’ operations
amounted to over $700,000, its total assets were approximately $50,000,
it had about $3,000 in cash in the bank, and its current assets exceeded
current liabilities
by only $1,500. During 1960 it incurred a loss
$68,000 on total sales of $16,000.and the price of its shares declined
from the offering price of $2.q hper s are to 25 cents.
Ths is the record of the company of whose stock over 80 retail
brokerage firms sold over 600,000 shares to more than ~,000 public
customers in the short period between February I through May 15,
1961, at prices ranging from $0.75 to $6.75 per share. Among the
firms which sold substantial quantities of the stock were ~ numbe~" of
large NYSEwire houses and larger over-the-counter
houses. For example: Approximately 300 individual
customers of Merrill Lynch
purchased 99,400 shares during this period; 94 customers of Bache&
Co. purchased ~6,000 shares; 46 customers of Eastman Dillon, Union
Securities
& Co. purchased 1~,700 shares; 47~ customers of E. F.
Hutton & Co. ]~urchased 116,600 shares, the largest amount purchased
through a single firm; 79 customers of First California Co. purchased
20,300 shares; 68 customers of Harris, Upham & Co. purchased 27,300
shares; 112 customers of ttayden,
Stone & Co. purchased 30,400
shares; 37 customers of I-Iemphill,
Noyes & Co. purchased 13,500
shares; 66 customers of J. A. ttogle & Co. purchased 17,100 shares; 93
customers of Walston & Co., Inc., purchased 27,9~00 shares; and 88
customers of Dean Witter& Co. purchased 34,600 shares.
The high volume o~ activity in the shares of this unsuccessful company coincided with a high-pressure
campaign promoting the corn-
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pany’s sing.ple roduct.through television, radio, and full-page newspaper advertisements in the Los Angeles area beginning in January
1961.9° The campaign emphasized the advantages of the filter in reducing the intake of tars and nicotine, indicated that it had been
approved by doctors, suggested that it would reduce the danger of
heart disease, and used purported scientific tests and testimonials
from medical journals. Public relations counsel was employed early
in 1961, and the cigarette filter was displayed prominently by a chain
of Los Angeles drugstores, which accepted it on a trial basis in
January 1961.
In April 1961 the promotional campaign reached its height when
Herman Shaw, the company’s president, visited Los Angeles. After
the public relations counsel 91 had arranged a conference for Shaw
with David Rees, financial writer for the Los Angeles Daily Mirror,
Rees devoted his April 18,1961, column "Econoscope," to the company.
The column was headed "Aquafilter’s new product sends stock soaring
as prospects brighten," and opened with a brief description of th~
company’s background and history of losses. Most of the remainder
of the article consisted of quoting the exaggerated predictions of the
president. These included: The company intended to build a new
$400,000 plant in the Los Angeles area, which would be in operation
in 5 months,, and. employ150 people; the existing" " plant m" Connecticut
was scrambhng to keep up with orders" and would double production by June and redouble by October; profits would be $75,000 per
month from June 1961, and rise to $200,000 a month beginning in
September; e_aruings would be $2 per share in 196~9 on $10 to $12
minion in sales; the company hoped to pay cash dividends in 1962
and 1968, and to list on the American Stock Exchange in 1962. The
column concluded by reporting the president’s claim that retail sales
of the product amounted to $100,000 per month in the local Los
Angeles area.
~he day following the appearance of this column, Shaw held a
cocktail party attended by a number of representatives of the local
brokerage community. At the party he repeated and enlarged upon
the information which had a~.peared in the paper the previous day.
A numberof sales were the direct result of this cocktail pa~Ccy, as is
seen below.
During the course of the promotional campaign of the company’s
product, the market price of Aquafilter stock rose from its low of
25 cents per share to approximately $8.50 per share, and during
Shaw’s visit to LOs Angeles, it jumped to a high of $7 per share. By
the end of 1961 the price had declined to less than 50 cents per share,
and in September 1962 the stock’s price appeared in the over-thecounter wholesalesheets at 5 cents bid, 15 cents offered.
With Aquafilter’s promotional efforts concentrated in southern California, it is hardly surprising that muchof the activity in its stock
was centered there. Undoubtedly, some members of the public were
independently influenced to make purchases by the promotional campaign, but it also is clear that a substantial number of purchasers
~ Similar promotional activities
had been conducted by the company in 1958 and 1959 in
the Midwest and iu Washington, D.C.
m For a description of the activities of public relations counsel and the securities industrY, see el~ IX.CS.
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were solicited by and made their purchases on the recommendations
of salesmen who were themselves victims of the high-pressure promotion. It was estimated by a Merrill Lynch official that his firm’s
salesmen sold approximately 60,000 shares by actively soliciting orders
from their customers. An E. F. Hutton salesman whose 26 customers
bought 9~560 shares--mostly
at his recommendations based his
recommendations on a conversation with a friend, personal discussions with local druggists, and chainstore operators concerning their
sales of the filter and his ownuse of the filter. This salesman advised
his customers to purchase Aquafilter shares despite unsuccessful attempts to obtain information
on company through such more
orthodox techniques as the standard financial services and his firm’s
research department. 92 Another salesman in a southern California
branch office of Dempsey-TegelerCo. first heard of Aquafilter through
a conversation with a customer of his firm~ who had in turn heard
about the company through her insurance agency. After trying the
product himself and reading an old magazine article about the company~ this salesman had a telephone conversation with Shaw, who
spoke favorably about Aquafilter’s immediate prospects. Without
other investigation, the salesman advised approximately 30 customers
9~
to purchasea total of 30~000shares of the stock.
A striking example of the direct and indirect influence of the public
relations efforts on salesmen’s activities occurred in Merrill Lynch’s
Pasadena office. One of the salesmen from this office, his interest in
Aquafilter stimulated by the column in the Los Angeles Daily Mirror,
attended the cocktail party given by Aquafilter’s president on April 19,
1961. Leaving the party at about 6 p.m., he returned to his office and
began calling his customers and recommending that they purchase
shares of Aqualfilter. Twoother Merrill Lynch salesmen who were in
the office at the time overheard his description of the company, and
when they asked him about it, were given the information learned at
the cocktail party. They immediately began calling their customers.
During the evening of April 19 and through the next day, salesmen of
the Pasadena office induced their customers to purchase over 20,000
shares of Aquafilter stock, passing on to them both the statements
made by Shawat the cocktail party and those contained in the newspaper article of the previous day. One of the salesmen who did not
attend the party repeated to a customer the predictions in the newspaper column and added that the stock would reach $10 per share by
October.
The salesman who had attended the president’s cocktail party called
one investor at 9 p.m. on the evening of April 19, and told him that
he had just come from a meeting sponsored by the company, that the
product looked very good and that Aquafilter production could not
keep up with demand. The salesman also said that the filter had not
been offered for sale in the East since the companycould not SUl~pl~
even local demand, but that whenthe eastern market could be supplleet,
one could expect a very interesting future for the company,u Shortly
after the customer purchased the stock the price dropped over 3 points,
~ See ch. IX for a discussion of the absence of disclosure in the over-the-counter market.
~ While recommending this highly speculative offering to his customers, this salesman
purchased none himself because his funds were invested in Sinclair Oil debentures.
~ In fact, the filter had been offered for sale in the East for a numberof years and the
demandhad never been to the point where the supply was unable to meet it.
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and he called the salesman, who assured him that the p~ice decline
was temporary and that the stock could be expected to recover. To
another customer called at his home during the evening of April 21,
1961, this salesman pointed out that the price had risen from 25 cents
per share to $5 per share and that it was expected to go at least $10
per share. This customer was also told that a favorable Dun & Bradstreet,, report had. been obtained on the president," that Aquafilter was
a new company]ust starting out with a completely new product," and
that other plants were to be built to distribute the product in other
parts of the country. None of the statements had any basis in fact.
No information regarding the current financial condition of the company was transmitted to the customer, nor was he told that the company had suffered losses of over $700,000since beginning its operation.
Although Merrill Lynch has a large research department in New
York, none of its salesmen requested an analysis of Aquafilter before
recommending its shares to public customers. One Aquafilter purchaser reported that he--did not consider it necessary to question the recommendation made by one of
the Merrill Lynch representatives.

Not only did salesmen fail to verify in even the most cursory way the
information which they freely passed on to investors, but they also
failed to consider the suitability of this admittedly high-risk security
for the particular customers to whomthe shares were recommended.
Another investor who purchased 100 shares of Aquafi]ter stock at $6
per share, a sheet metal draftsmart, had opened his account with Merrill Lynch during the previous year for the express purpose of investing in growth securities to provide for his son’s college education.
It should also be noted that a Merrill Lynch executive stated:
We would never recommend Aquafilter
as a speculation
to anyone. I would
not say ~this was a suitable stock for any speculative customer of Merrill Lynch
that I know of.

Yet, in a 14-week period~ Merrill Lynch salesmen sold almost 100~000
shares of this security.
It is significant that the activities of the Merrill Lynch salesmen
were in clear violation of the firm’s ownrules and policies. In failing
to consult with the firm’s research department concerning the merits
of Aquafilter prior to recommending it to customers, the salesmen
violated Merrill Lynch rules relating to speculative over-the-counter
securities. In soliciting orders for the securities of a corporation whose
stock had been offered under a regulation A exemption~ another firm
policy was violated. 95 Ironically, at the same time that Aquafilter
was being sold to Merrill Lynch customers in California, the firm was
warning the public and its employees of the dangers of imprudent
speculation.
Merrill Lynch places great emphasis on the matter of supervision:
Just as public laws require law enforcement agencies, a business
supervision to see that its policies and procedures are followed.

must provide

Substantial responsibility for supervision rests with the branch manager, who is required to makea d~ily review of all transactions in his
~z The salesmen ignored still another firm policy by failing to have the apDroval of the
marketing department manager before accepting unsolicited purchase orders for the stock.
The firm also prohibits execution of an order of a security believed to be "unscrttpulously
promoted," but it is not clear that the salesmen whosold Aquafllter were conscious of the
deliberate promotion involved.
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office. Additionally, electronic data-processing machines provide the
homeoffice with a daily transcript of transactions in all of the firm’s
branch offices, giving managementan overall view of activity in a
particular stock in all its branch offices. In the case of over-thecounter securities, such as Aquafilter, the "trader" has the authority
to refuse to execute any order for a security issued pursuant to a regulation A filing. If the Merrill Lynch supervision mechanism had
been operating efficiently, sales of substaz~tial anaounts of Aquafilter
shares would have been discovered at an early date by one of the firm’s
three supervision techniques and appropriate steps taken to preve~t:
further activity in the stock.
A number of factors were cited by Merrill Lynch to explain the
evident failure of their supervision system. These included the illness at that time of both their Pasadena branch manager and the
assistant manager of the trading department. However, the principal
reason given for the firm’s lapse was the high volume of over-thecounter transactions which accompanied the "speculative fever" in
the securities market in the spring of 1961. In emph~izing the pressures to which the firm was subjected, Donald T. Regan, vice president
and secretary, testifying for Merrill Lynch at the study’s public
hearings, said:
If you put this in perspective
as we reported
[in the] over-the-counter
questionnaire
[questionnaire
OTC-3 ’~] we handled $2.4 billion
of securities
over the
counter
in the year 1961. This [Aqua~lter]
involved
several
hundred thousand
dollars.
So that it was that type of transaction
that slipped
through.

Throughout the portion of his testimony which related to Aquafilter, Regan candidly admitted that a serious error had been made in
permitting substantial sales of Aquafilter shares to the public. °z Management of Merrill Lynch was alerted to the Aquafilter situation by
an inquiry to the firm in August 1961 during the course of an investigation conducted by the staff of the Commission,and the firm promptly
~egan its own investigation. It received its first and only customer
complaint concerning Aquaaqlter in October. In December, ~fter
consideration of the facts then known to the firm, Merrill Lynch
sdecided to "offer to make good the losses" suffered by its customers2
The market price for Aquafilter stock was below $1 per share at the
time the offer was made and every customer to whomit was extended
accepted2 ~ The firm also proceeded to discipline eight salesmen who
solicited orders for purchases of Aquafilter shares. Fines up to $2,000
were assessed against individual salesmen, the office manager was
reprimanded, and the NYSEwas notified of the steps taken by the
~ This questionnaire is described in ch. VII.
~At various points in his testi’mony,
at the stndy’s public hearings Regan made the
following comments :
"Let us face it. This is one in which we goofed."
’,~aht2ff nh3~bi~tnslidPePt~drmt~3~gwhl~:tr~:rkla~
were firms
busy." whose customers purchased
y of People
the other
and held Aquafilter shares made the same offer. As of Mar. 26, 1962, at least three firms
with a substantial
amount of solicited
business in Aquafilter
shares, had decided that
restitution
was not warranted under the circumstances.
** In a letter
dated January 26, 1962, from Merrill Lynch to the Commission’s New
York regional office, the text of letter to the firm’s customers who purchased Aquafilter
was enclosed and stated in part :
"We are writing to you about your purchase earlier
this year of AquafiIter
common
stock in your account carried by our firm. ’,We have reviewed this transaction
and have
concluded that it was inconsistent
with the policies
of our firm. Accordingly, we are
willing to pay you an a’mount equivalent to your loss in the security, but in order to obtain
the payment, we ask you to visit our office and contact the undersigned within the next
30-day period."
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firm. The homeoffice also instituted procedures to prevent a recurrence of this type of selling activity.
In January 1962, the NYSE,learning of Commissioninterest in the
Aquafilter case, commencedits own on-the-spot investigation of member firm activities relating to Aquafilter in the Los Angeles area. The
exchange was primarily concerned with whether any salesmen of member firms received "cheap stock" from Aquafilter’s president as consideration for "their pushing the stock into customer accounts" in a
possibly illegal distribution of unregistered stock. As a result of the
investigation,
one salesman was suspended for 3 months by the exchange for purchasing Aqu~filter sh~res from the company’s president
at 50 cents per share when the market price was $1.50. In its investigation the exchange interviewed 50 customers and approximately
75 memberfirm employees, and reported that it found no indication
of misrepresentation, nor did any customer blame his broker for his
purchases of Aquafilter. Although the exchange excluded Merrill
Lynch from its investigation because the firm had made restitution to
customers and had disciplined its salesmen, the findings contrasted
wSth the obvious inferences about the activity in Aquafilter which
arose from the results of the Commission’s investigation of Merrill
Lynch’sselling activities.
d. Shearson, Ham~ill & Go. amt USAMUO
A striking illustration of the havoc that can be wrought on the investing public through irresponsible selling practices and a total breakdownin supervision involves the extensive activities in the stock of
United States Automatic Merchandising Corp. (USAMCO)carried on by partners and registered representatives of the firm of
Shearson, Hammill & Co. (Shearson), self-styled as "The House That
Research Built."
Shearson. one of the oldest and largest brokerage houses in the
country, is ~)rimarily a NewYork Stock=Exchangeco°remission house,
although it does a substantial amount of business in over-the-counter
securities, mutual funds and underwriting, maintains an active trading
.department in 60 to 70 securities, and provides extensive research ana
investment advisory services for its salesmen and customers. In 1961,
Shearson was amongthe industry’s 10 largest firms in the amountof its
net NYSEcommission business, and in the dollar value of its overthe-counter transactions.
The firm is a member of all the ma~or
exchanges, and has ~7 general partners and approximately 570 active
salesmen in its NewYork home office and 47 branch offices located
throughout the United States and in two forei~o-n countries. Its
activities in connection with the distribution and subsequent sellin~
and trading of USAMCO
stock, however~ relate primarily to the firm s
branch offices in southern California.
(1) USAMGO
USAMCO
was organized in C~lifornia in July 1960 by Richard
S. Stevens, one of its three directors and its president and treasurer,
to engage .in the automatic food-vending machine business. Its initial
financing authorized by the first meeting of the board of directors
included .a private sale of $700,000 in subordinated debentures, convertiblo into commonstock at the rate of $1 per share commencingin
September 1962, and a regulation A public offering of 290,000 shares
of commonstock at $1 per share.
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According to John B. Dunbar, who was senior partner in charge of
Shearson’s 11 branch offices in California and 2 in Arizona and was
also one of USAMCO’s
three original directors, the company was to
engage in "an entirely new idea in the vending business." It was
planned that the companywould furnish automatic vending machines
to operators without charge, upon condition that the operators purchase minimum quantities
of food products and beverages from
USAMCO,
which would realize sufficient profit on the sales to repay
the cost of the machines. Stevens, the promoter o~ USAMCO,
and the
original subscribers to the convertible debentures were all affiliated
with United States Chemical Milling Corp. (Chemical Milling),
company engaged in manufacturing automatic vending machines, from
which USAMCO
planned to purchase its machines.
On October 3, 1960, 3 days after the convertible debentures were
issued, USAMCO
filed a regulation A offering circular to cover the
proposed public offering of its commonstock. Distribution of the
shares to the public commencedon November 14, 1960. The market
price of the stock immediately began rising in a manner characteristic
of other "hot issues" during the new-issue craze. 1°° The stock, issued
at $1 per share, was quoted at 3 bid to 31/~ asked on the day the d~stribution commenced, and was selling at $5 per share within 1 week. In
April 1961, the shares reached their price peak of 197~. Thereafter
the price declined slowly to around 15 in June and 9 in early September. Then the stock plummeted--by October 1961, it was quoted at
1°1
5 cents bid to 20 cents asked.
As was true of manyof the hot issues of 1960, the business operations
of the issuer hardly justified the soaring market price of the stock.
In USAMCO’s
case, the reality never even began to approach the price.
By February 1961, USAMCO
had already run into problems through
the acquisition o~ a companywhich, Stevens advised the board of directors, had liabilities far in excess of what had been disclosed by its
management. By April of 1961 it had become clear to management
that the companyneeded an additional $2 million in capital in order
to produce a profitable sales volume, and on April 28 Stevens wrote a
letter to the board of-directors discussing 11 possible sources of capital,
and concluding:
To be brutally
honest,
without additional
resources
to set up our own finance
company, and embark upon an aggressive
program of acquisitions,
we are going
to have to face the reality
that losses will continue for several
months until we
can get the existing organization
on a profitable
basis.

One path to financing which management pursued unsuccess~ully
was a merger with a financing companywhich would give it a greater
line of operating credit. In May, after months of losses, the company
achieved its only profitable month through a nonrecurring sale of inve~tory~ but its operations never showeda profit.
By June 1961, its original method of operation proved to be so unsuccessful as to be abandoned. The companythen attempted to lease
or enter into conditional sales contracts for its machines, but found
itself unable to finance the leases and sales. Finally, by acquiring several small vending companies primarily through the issuance of stock,
~ See ch. IV, below.
a~ All prices have been taken from the daily quotations
Service, Pacific Coast Section.
06746---63-----20
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the companybecame engaged in the business of operating the vending machines itself. The combined result of these abortive activities
was a loss of $600,000 for the fiscal year ending August 3.1~ 1961, and
by March 1962 the companywas in the process of liquidation.
(2) Relationship
between USAMCOand Shearson
From the very beginning of USAMCO’sexistence it had close
ties with Shearson. Dunbar was instrumental in arranging the original financing of the company,a~d his sale to his customers of $300,000
in convertible debentures out of the $700,000 issue provided a substantial portion of the company’s initial capital. It was originally
hoped by USAMCO’s
promoters that Shearson would underwrite the
regulation A public offering of the company’s commonstock, ttowever, Dunbar was informed by the NewYork office of the firm that
the underwriting of a new, highly speculative issue would be inconsistent with Shearson’s policy. The original offering circular filed
by USAMCO
with the Commission stated:
The issuer
has ,no underwriter
for this proposed issue.
However any statutory
dealers
who may sell the securities
may be statutory
underwriters,
and amongst
these will be Shearson,
Hammill & Co. * * * 1~

After Shearson’s New York partners again made clear that they
would not undertake to underwrite the issue and the Commissionadvised USAMCO
that if Shearson acted as underwriter, the regulation A exemption from registration would not be available~ 1°~ the circular was amended to remove Shearson’s name and to represent that
the entire offering would be sold by the issuer without employing the
services of any broker-dealer. Although it re~used to act as underwriter for the USAMCO
offering, Shearson did not prohibit its partners and salesmen from purchasing USAMCO
shares for themselves
or selling USAMCO
sha~es to thel~r customers, and also it permitted
its trading department to conduct the primary trading market in the
stock after the commencement
of the distribution.
Despite the evident reluctance of the NewYork office to have the
firm formally involved in the public offering, Dunbar was able to determine the allocation of the majority of the 290,000 shares being
offered, with 36,800 shares, or almost 13 percent of the issue, going to
himself
and other Shearsonp
and salesmen, and 136,000 shares,
art 47
nerspercent,
or
to 78 Shearsoncustomers. Another large block of 92,200
shares, or 32 percent of the issue, was allocated to officers, directors,
and employees of USAMCO,
to officers, directors, and large stockholders of the closely connected Chemical Milling, and to relatives
and business associates of both groups. Dunbar himself subscribed
for 10,000 shares. Other large amounts purchased by Shearson employees included 4,500 shares each by the firm’s Los Angeles office
manager, Richard J. Teweles (who subsequently became a partner),
¯ ~nd J~tmes E. Brum,the firm’s over-the-counter trader in Los Angeles,
and 5,000 shares by William Troutman, Dunbar’s assistant.
Altogether, allocations were made to 2 Shearson partners and 19 employees, including 6 managersor comanagersof branch offices, 6 registei-ed
10~ USAMCO,
form 1-A notification,
item 7, dated Sept. 30, 1960.
~o~ Shearson was technically
barred by rule 252(c)(1) under the Securities
Act
acting as underwritor of the USAltICO offering because the firm had been one of the under~vriters of Ultrasonic Corp., against which a stop order was issued by the Commission on
Jan. 18, 1957, under sec. 8(d) of the Securitie~ A~-t.

